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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON CO-ORDINATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL IN RELATION TO 

THE TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION PIEID PROGRAMME OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 2,9.1 

of the Agenda (Document EB39/WP/l) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Bernard to introduce document EB39/WP/1.
1 

D r BERNARD, Assistant Director-General, said that the subject of the organiza-

tional study - Co-ordination at the national level in relation to the technical 

co-operation field programme of the Organization - had been chosen by the Board 

at its thirty-third session and the choice had been approved by the Seventeenth 

World Health Assembly. The Board had examined the question at its thirty-fifth, 

thirty-sixth and also at its thirty-seventh session, at which it had given the 

Director-General guidance for carrying the study a stage further• The results 

of the work done during that last stage were presented in the document he was 

introducing. Although the document had been made as complete and definitive as 

possible and drafted in a form similar to that of a Board report, it was none the 

less a working paper putting forward the information on which the Board would have 

to make its report. 

The document comprised an introduction and three chapters. The introduction 

gave a brief historical outline of discussions in the Assembly and the Board on 

co-ordination at the national level and the subsequent resolutions adopted by 

both bodies. The data had been arranged in chronological order in order to set 

in relief the evolution in the thought of the Board and of the Assembly. 

1

 See Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org., 157, Annex l6. 
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Chapter 工 was sub-divided into two parts, A and Bt The first dealt with the 

subject and the scope of the study, defined in the light of discussions at previous 

sessions of the Board； the second, on the methodology of the study, briefly reviewed 

steps that had been taken, particularly during the previous year. In that year a 

questionnaire had been distributed to the regional offices and had been filled in for 

most of the countries where national programmes were being assisted by WHO； also, in 

a limited number of countries depth studies had been carried out. The term "depth 

study" did not signify exhaustive studies but rather a kind of "case study". Studies 

had been,carried out in twelve countries, two in each region, either by consultants 

or by WHO representatives in contact as appropriate with the governments concerned• 

Those studies had made it possible to supplement the barer outline obtained from the 

data supplied in the questionnaires. 

Chapter 工工 contained the core of the study, arranged in the order adopted to 

define its subject and scope• It dealt first with co-ordination problems within 

governments, then with co-ordination problems directly concerning WHO and finally 

with problems in connexion with inter-organizational co-operation considered at the 

national level. Sixty-six answers had been received to the questionnaire from 

ninety countries having WHO-assisted projects. The proportion, seventy-three per 

c e n t” was considered high enough to provide the basis for a representative analysis 

for the purposes of the study. It would be noted that the European Region was 
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poorly represented; the reason was that the questionnaire had been sent only to 

countries with projects in progress in the field and few such projects were being 

carried out with the assistance of the Organization in the European countries. 

The data collected had been set out where appropriate in tabular form, to present 

a synopsis of some of the factors discovered in the course of the analysis. 

There were a few errata in that chapter. In paragraph 2.2 (page 17 of the 

French and 18 of the English texts ) the number "5斗”，in the phrase "54 countries 

out of 66"， should read "59" ； on page 28 in the French and page 27 in the English 

texts the reference in the last footnote to "Annex 2" should read "Annex 22" and 

in the French text only, in the last sentence on page 4 0 , the word ”gaspillage" 

should read "utilisation peu économique" • 

Chapter III contained the conclusions, which had not been fully developed 

because the chapter was intended to be a summary of the more striking observations 

contained in Chapter I I , providing a basis for the debate by the Board. 

Finally, the annex reproduced the form of the questionnaire that had been 

distributed to the different countries • 

The document was far from perfect • As the information had come in, and in 

the course of its analysis, the extreme complexity and difficulty of the question 

had become increasingly evident. He hoped, however, that the Board would find 

it useful in the conduct of the study entrusted to it. 
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Professor AUJALEU observed that he had nothing but good to say of the document. 

The drafting avoided being facile and revealed thorough knowledge of the subject. 

The document could not give offence to either the international organizations or 

governments, both of which tended to be jealous of their authority. Governments in 

receipt of aid did not like that aid to be used as a pretext for meddling in their 

affairs, while those donating bilateral aid did not like to have their aid pooled 

with the rest, preventing their deriving at least moral benefit from it. 

The report was indeed so skilfully drafted that he wondered whether it did not 

minimize certain difficulties• It mentioned minor problems in connexion with the 

United Nations Children
1

 s Fund and the United Nations Development Programme, 

organizations very close to the United Nations, but apart from that everything 

appeared to be perfect. 

With regard to Chapters I and II, he had been struck by the role accorded to WHO 

officers in the matter of co-ordination. That role was usefully defined and it was 

clear that WHO representatives only succeeded in it when they were both competent and 

skilled, the combination of the two being essential owing to the fact that they had 

obligations but no authority. Without 七act, the most competent of them would be lost. 

Chapter 工工工 dealt with the heart of the matter. Two of the conclusions were 

particularly interesting: the first, which was so obvious that it appeared almost 

unnecessary to have included it, was that co-ordination was essential not only at the 

level of field activities, but also in the planning stage； the second was that 

co-ordination was easier the better organized were the basic health services, a point 

to be borne in mind when it came to the evaluation of programmes. 
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Finally, although the present series of important and doubtless very useful 

organizational studies was being carried out by the Board at the request of the 

Assembly, he wondered whether the Board was entitled to take the credit for them 

to the extent of calling them Board reports or whether sane more modest title should 

not be found. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Deputy Representative in Europe of the United Nations 

Development Programme to make a statement. 

Mr MICUTA, Deputy Representative in Europe of the United Nations Development 

Programme, expressed satisfaction with those paragraphs of the document which dealt 

with co-operation between Ш0 and UNDP regional representatives• UNDP shared the 

document
1

 s basic thesis that in order to be healthy people had to be fed, clothed 

and sheltered• He was happy, too, to note that the document emphasized the 

importance both of participation by country representatives in the development 

plans of beneficiary countries and the fact that close co-operation between represen-

tatives of the various United Nations agencies in a country would facilitate that 

coimtry
1

 s development. The two main difficulties were the scarcity of resources as 

compared with the needs of the developing countries and the personality clashes which 

sometimes occurred. But the situation was improving and those difficulties would 

soon be insignificant• 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said he was sure Mr Micuta would inform the UNDP of WHO's concern 

at the fact that the share of Technical Assistance allocated to health projects was 

decreasing. 

Dr RAO said that the document was an excellent one on which future health 

development co-ordination might be based. It analysed the national structure 

and planning and the relationship between WHO and UNDP representatives. At a 
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previous meeting, reference had been made to the fact that Technical Assistance 

programmes were declining for want of proper appreciation at the various levels -

national, intergovernmental and public health. An attempt should be made to create 

the necessary climate for proper health development. The document would provide a 

basis for suggesting that the minister of health should be at the same level as the 

ministers of planning, finance and education and should have an opportunity to take 

part in broad discussions on the allocation of UNDP funds • The WHO representative 

naturally should be the secretary of the co-ordination committee in the ministry of 

health so as to ensure that the other agencies, bilateral and international, came 

to understand health development problems. The document referred to those ideas 

and would be very useful to developing countries. 

Dr ALAN said that as he had in the Executive Board supported the suggestion that. 

the organizational study be continued, he wished to express his satisfaction with 

the layout of the document and to congratulate its authors• Co-operation and 

со-ordination were matters in which further efforts were required of the representa-

tives of the various United Nations agencies. The contents of Chapter II, part C, 

paragraph 2.7 of the document were therefore particularly welcome. The Secretariat 

was to be congratulated on the initiative it had taken, which was referred to in 

that paragraph. Referring to co-ordination with intergovernmental, governmental and 

non-governmental institutions, he said that the Organization appeared to co-ordinate 

satisfactorily its activities with intergovernmental institutions. Obviously, 

governments were responsible for co-ordinating, at the national level, assistance from 
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external sources. Such co-ordination could also, however, be effected outside the 

government framework at national level. An example of such co-ordination had been 

furnished by the Organization, which had invited UNDP representatives to visit WHO 

headquarters to become acquainted with the programme, administrât i on and co-ordinating 

policies of the Organization. The statement in Chapter 工工，part C , paragraph 4.2.1 

was surprising, because the situation could have repercussions which would not be in 

the interest of the donor or the recipient countries «. It appeared that sometimes 

bilateral institutions were reluctant to collaborate with multilateral organizations• 

Obviously, the multiplicity of bilateral systems in a given country could lead to 

competition and overlapping unless the necessary co-ordination measures were 

strengthened. In any uncoordinated activity^ available resources were inevitably-

used uneconomically and recipient countries suffered. Increasing attention was 

apparently being paid to that question in bobh donor and recipient countries and all 

efforts to improve the situation should be continued. Referring to Chapter III, 

paragraph 4.2, he expressed satisfaction at the co-ordination developed between WHO 

and other United Nations agencies and hoped thao the same success would be achieved 

in co-operation with other intergovernmental agencies and the bilateral aid bodies. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV associated himself with those speakers who had praised the document• 

It emphasized the importance of co-ordination at the national level of all programmes 

in the field of health and in economic and social development. Such co-ordination； 

was necessary in both donor and recipient ̂  countries. It was importait that the 

document brought out the necessity for national planning of economic, social, health 
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and educational development and showed how much health depended on economic con-

ditions. In addition, the document stressed the very important role played by 

VJHO representatives in the various countries. In that connexion, it might be use-

ful if the Direсtor-General were to tell the Board more about those representatives, 

who did particularly useful work. 

The document should encourage both donor and recipient countries to consider 

how best to co-ordinate efforts at the national level. 

Finally, it would be useful if members of the Board took a more active part 

in the conduct of future organizational studies, instead of merely considering the 

results• 

The CHAIBMAN said that one fact had not been sufficiently emphasized in the 

report. Clearly, even an adroit V/HO representative could do little unless he 

was aware of the current and future programmes of the country to which he was 

accredited. 

Dr OTOLORIN stressed the importance of the WHO representative
f

 s personal 

qualities., A diplomatic representative could discover a great deal of information 

on his own. He could, foi? instance, succeed in getting himself invited to parti-

cipate in the health activities of voluntary health organizations and, by acting 

as secretary to the malaria and smallpox eradication committees, in the work of the 

ministry of health committees. He endorsed the suggestion in the document that 

the ШО representatives be given as much information as possible. In his country, 

WHO repre sentative s were invited to many committee meetings. He also endorsed the 

suggestion that national planning committees, in which WHO representatives had an 

important role to play, were very necessary in some countries. 
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The document was a good one and described a number of ways in which 

co-ordination could be achieved. It would be useful if the UNDP resident repre-

sentatives were to make a point of establishing close relationships with the WHO 

representatives. In some countries, both the WHO representative and even the 

representative of the national ministry of health were excluded from UNDP 

deliberations. Such a situation did not make for good с coordination. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV, supporting the remarks made by the Chairman and Dr Otolorin, 

said it would be very interesting if one or two of the best WHO representatives 

could be invited to a Board meeting to describe their work and experiences. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thanked members for their comments on the paper and 

reminded them that in fact it had been prepared under the Board's guidance. The 

Board had discussed the outline of the document and the questionnaire which had 

been sent to Member countries. Did the Board accept the conclusions set out in 

Chapter III, or did it wish to appoint a small working group to examine and amend 

them? 

Dr Venediktov had made an interesting suggestion. In that connexion, it 

should be realized that there were neither good nor bad WHO representatives; some 

representatives were, of course, more experienced than others. All members of 

the staff were constantly learning and, as had been pointed out, technical 

competence was not everything; human qualities also counted for a great deal. The 

only way in which a WHO representative could obtain the information which would 

enable him better to carry out his task was to build up mutual confidence between 

himself and appropriate officials in the national ministry of health. If the 

Board so desired, it could discuss the functions in question with an experienced 
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WHO representative, who happened to be in Geneva at the time. He suggested, however, 

that the meeting be a private one, because it was unlikely that any really useful 

information would be obtained in an open meeting. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said he had no doubt that all WHO representatives were good; he 

had xnerely spoken of the best. It would be useful to hear a representative in a 

private meeting. 

Referring to the working group to which the Director-General had referred, he 

asked whether the document should not first be submitted to the Health Assembly so 

that the delegates of the various countries could comment on it. The working group 

could then be established at the next session of the Board and draft conclusions. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the study was an Executive Board study. 

When completed it would, in accordance with accepted practice^ be presented to the 

World Health Assembly. If the Board wished to complete the study at the current 

session, it could either appoint a small working group to review, and possibly amend, 

the conclusions in Chapter III， or it could accept the conclusions as drafted. 

The CHAIRMAN, pointing out that there was no draft resolution on the item, 

suggested that the Rapporteurs, working in co-ordination with a small group composed 

of Dr Alan, Professor Aujaleu, Dr Otolorin, Dr Rao and Dr Venediktov, should, in the 

light of the comments and suggestions made at the current meeting, prepare a suitable 

draft resolution on the subject. 

Dr MARTINEZ said that he did not agree that the document should be further 

studied by a working group. The only course open to the Board was to note the 

document and submit it to the Assembly for consideration. If the intention was to 
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express a point of view on each of the conclusions in Chapter III, the Board would 

have to discuss those conclusions in plenary session. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that Dr Martinez join the working group to which he had 

referred in his previous intervention. What he was suggesting was that the vjorking 

group and the Rapporteurs should prepare a suitable draft resolution. 

Dr MARTINEZ said that in his opinion the Board did not have sufficient time to 

examine carefully each of the conclusions in Chapter III. The simplest course, 

therefore, was to note the document and submit it to the Assembly for consideration. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that there seemed to be some misunderstanding. The 

study was an Executive Board, not a Secretariat, study. The Board could not 

therefore just note the document and submit it to the Assembly. When it was 

satisfied with it, the Board had to present the study to the Assembly as its own. 

Professor AUJALEU said it was apparent from the discussion that the title of 

the document was incomplete. Some members of the Board seemed to feel that the 

study was not an Executive Board study since they themselves had not participated 

in its preparation. Could the legal advisers of the Organization say whether it 

would be possible to refer to the report as a joint Executive Board/Secretariat 

study? 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked which members of the Executive Board had participated in 

the study. In future, it would be useful if members of the Executive Board 

participated actively in the preparation of such studies. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that anyone who had been a member of the Board for more 

than one year had to some extent participated in the preparation of the study. 

Those who had been members for one year only were， at the current meeting, 

participating in the study for the first time. It should be realized that as 

membership of the Board was constantly changing, there would always be some members 

who had not participated in a given study. If a decision on the report in question 

was delayed until the May session, the eight new members who would join the Board 

at that time would not have participated in the study at all. Work on the study 

had started in January 1964. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked whether it would be useful if a standing committee, similar 

to the Standing Committee on Headquarters Accommodation, were appointed to work with 

the Secretariat in preparing organizational studies. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought it was useful to mention that the type of study 

in question had been initiated by the Second World Health Assembly. That Assembly 

had adopted a resolution requesting the Executive Board "to examine the organizational 

structure so that the Third World Health Assembly may be assisted in ensuring the 

administrative efficiency of the Organization and establishing general lines of 

policy in this respect" (resolution ЧГНА2.78). He read out resolution WHA8•斗2, 

which had been adopted by the Eighth World Health Assembly and resolution WHA10.36 

adopted by the Tenth World Health Assembly. It was in accordance with those 
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Assembly resolutions that the Executive Board had to make the type of study in 

question. In 1964 the Executive Board had recommended to the Seventeenth World 

Health Assembly that the present study be made and that Assembly had accepted the 

recommendation. Progress reports had been submitted to the Board at several of 

its sessions since then and the final study, which had been prepared in accordance 

with instructions received from the Boards was now before the Board- If the 

Board felt that it could not yet conclude the study during the current session, 

it should inform the Assembly that it wanted to continue the study and postpone 

its final decision thereon until its session in May I967 or January 1968. As the 

Chairman had pointed out, it should be remembered that the study would in May be 

completely new to one-third of the Board
1

 s members. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it had been with that point in mind that he had 

suggested that the Rapporteurs consider whether to continue with that study or to 

conclude it. 

Dr MARTÍNEZ said that what was involved was not to decide whether the study 

had now been concluded, but whether the Board agreed with the conclusions on what 

had been studied. 

Dr MONDET agreed with what Dr Martinez had said. The study was concerned 

with one of the most important subjects for integrated medicine， and both those who 

had proposed it and those who had carried it out deserved to be congratulated. 

He considered that the Board should examine in plenary session the conclusions 

reached, and indicate its approval or otherwise. 
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At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr BERNARD introduced 

document EB，9/WP/l section by section, 

Dr MARTINEZ proposed the addition of a phrase such as 

circumstances", after the words "the establishment in some 

ministerial co-ordination commissions", in the second paragraph of section 2.2, 

Dr RAO said that it was important that the minister of health should be on an 

equal footing with other main ministers, such as those concerned with finalee^ 

planning and education. Interdepartmental co-ordination was vital in the fields 

of health, agriculture and community developnent• It was particularly so in the 

industrial sector, in which health' must play a most important role. 

It was also important' for the ministry of health to function in close 

co-ordination with the professiohal bodies as well as with the non-governmental 

organizations working in the health field. 

Ъг OTOLORIN said that the position of the minister, although important in 

the matter, was not so much so as that of the civil servants. The minister was 

likely to be in the cabinet, which had collective responsibility for the actions of 

governments. ‘ It was at the planning stage that it became important to ensure that 

the ministry of health was represented. Some countries had a ministry of economic 

development, which was responsible for issuing the decisions of the planning 

committee. The ministers of economic development, of finance, of health, and of 

any other professional ministry whose affairs were being discussed, should be 

represented. 

Chapter III of 

"in certain administrative 

countries of inter-
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He was sure that ministers on the whole would accept the plan presented to 

them for discussion with their cabinet colleagues. It was veiy important at the 

civil servant level to ensure that public health officials were represented. 

.‘..，.：”..:. .•, - . •‘ . , ''•/•；" " ' • •„ 

The CHAIRMAN invited Board members to consider during the recess whether or 

not they wished to rewrite the document in plenaiy session. Although that would 

be possible, it would take a great deal of time, and he understood that a number of 

members had certalñ commitments towards the end of the week. It was for the Board 

to decide Ь<ж much time it wished to devote to it during the present meeting. 

Dr BERNARD said that a text had been prepared incorporating the proposals 

and comments made
r
py Dr Martinez, Dr Otolorin and Dr Rao. .Any further comments 

that members might wish to make would be taken into account and ail attempt would be 

made to give expression to them in the Board
1

 s final text. . 

Dr RAO said that the most important activity with, regard to section 2,2 was 

to make health authorities aware of the importance of health economics aad the need 

to Induce their governments to give higher priority to health programmes in the 

context of industrial and agricultural deyelopmeiat. WHO had a great role to play 

in that respect in the organization of "braining courses , and seminars • 
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Dr MARTÍNEZ proposed that the word "most" in the first sentence of the third 

paragraph of Section 2.2 be amended to " s o m e H e also suggested that the 

paragraph be redrafted to give expression to the fact that because of the lack of 

co-ordination, and by reason of the opposed interests of the various government 

departments., nothing was being done to ensure that priorities were followed. 

Dr OTOLORIN said that the paragraph was one of the most important in the 

entire document， and he would like it generally to remain as it stood. It was 

well phrased and its content was. accurate• He would, however, accept the small 

amendment of substituting the word "some" for the word "most". 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr Martinez concerning the desirability of amending 

the word ”most" to read "some”. He was not so certain about the second part of 

his proposal^ but it would be kept in mind, along with other comments by Board 

members, and a small drafting group could be set up which would try to rewrite 

the text to take them into account. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that the paragraph as drafted placed the blame for the 

situation upon the health authorities^ and he would like it to be amended in order 

to remove that impression. It could perhaps read "governments have not so far 

understood the importance • • .
TT

, or - words .to that effect • . 
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Dr RAO, referring to section 2.3，said that co-ordination should be at two 

levels. If the minister of health was on an equal footing with other ministers, 

such as those of planning or finance, at whose level the representative of the 

United Nations Development Programme often exercised an influence, it would be 

necessary for him to insist upon the importance of health and to see that a good 

share of financial provision was made for it. 

The other level of co-ordination was the administrative level, at which the 

WHO representative could possibly act as secretary of a committee for international 

agencies; other public health administrators working in the country could note 

the type of international and bilateral assistance available, so that proper 

allocation could be made. 

Those two levels of co-ordination should be emphasized in the paragraph. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV considered that section 3 should be more cautiously worded, by 

amending the words "effectiveness of" to the words "need for". 

Dr RA〇 said that the regional offices and WHO representatives should be able 

not only to exercise the influence required for planning, implementation and 

evaluation of programmes but should be in complete co-ordination with the UNDP 

representative and representatives of other agencies to ensure that the total 

assistance given was purposeful and useful. That point should be made clear in 

section 

The CHAIRMAN said that that point might more appropriately be emphasized 

u n d e r paragraph 4 . 
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Dr MARTplEZ said t^hat the greater the capacity of a specialist, the easier it 

was for the programme to get out of balance. The most important thing was that 

there should be common ground among those taking part., It could be readily under-

； - • • " • • ' • • . • . . . . ‘ .. . . .. 

stood that an expert in a given field might easily convince another who knew 

nothing about the subject, even if he were not always right. He recalled that 

the Dire с tor-General had informed the Board that only short briefing was given to 

the people concerned. He himself had observed a lack of continuous contact and 
. , . . - . . , л ？ • . * • 

of common idéas ‘among representatives. It was important not to confuse good 

co-ordination in the carrying out of programmes with good co-ordination of the 

programmes themselves. It was often the case that activities were co-ordinated 

because they were successful, rather than the other way rounds Good co-ordination 

could come about only if there was good briefing of representatives of all the 
. . , • i ... • • • ‘ ‘-

international organizations, who should be in constant touch to discuss their 

objectives in the light of national needs. He would like the Rapporteurs to pro-

duce a brief draft taking account of those points. 

Dr RAO said that apart from the ability, experience and personal qualities of 

the WHO representative, perfect training was essential. It should be broad-based, 

to cover public health, sociologyj economics^ national health planning, and an 

understanding of the country
f

 s geography, population and economic trends^ in order 

to enable the representative to lay the greatest possible emphasis on health aspects. 

He would like reference made to that idea in section 
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Mr ABRAR suggested that to the list of qualities needed by a WHO representative 

should be added experience in public health administration. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Rapporteurs, with the assistance of the Secretariat, 

would try to produce a draft that would take account of the Board
!

s views. 

(For continuation of discussion, see minutes of the sixteenth meeting, section 2.) 

2. REVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON COORDINATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS AND 
THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES: Item 2.9.2 of the Agenda (Document EB)9/20) 

Dr BERNARD, Assistant Director-General, introducing the item, said that 

document ЕВЗ9/20 referred to resolution WHA15.^〇， which the Health Assembly had 

adopted at the time when it had examined the Executive Board
T

 s study on co-ordination 

with the United Nations and the specialized agencies. By that resolution the Health 

Assembly had decided that a review of the subject should be undertaken by the Board 

after a lapse of five years, or before that at the request of the Director-General• 

The five-year period would expire at the end of May 1967. There had recently been a 

number of new developments that affected the co-ordination between WHO on the one hand 

and the United Nations and specialized agencies on the other. The Secretariat would 

furnish further information on the subject if the Board so wished. 

Taking into account the facts he had mentioned, it was suggested in paragraph 2 

of document ЕВ39/20 that a review of the subject of co-ordination with the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies should form the subject of the next organizational 

study to be carried out by the Executive Board. 
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Dr V E _ I K ^ Q V çaid that document EB39/20 and. document EB39/21 (future 

organizational study to be made by the Board) showed the great importance and 

scope of the Board
1

 s organizational studies. It seemed to him that the Board 

might well revise its.previous study on co-ordination with the United Nations and 

the specialized agencies. He asked for Пг Bernard's opinion on how the work 

should best be organized and how to ensure that Board members could participate 

in it directly. Perhaps some members would volunteer, or perhaps the Chairman 

could select a few members to take part in the practical work. 

Professor GERIC said that, in the light of the discussions that had taken 

place in the Board, and taking into account the Health Assembly's recommendations, 

. . . 厂 ： ’ , . ： ： • > ； . ： ； . ‘ ： " ‘ ‘ 

the choice of the subject as the Board
1

s next organizational study was a good one. 

Dr RAO said that "the organizational study at present under way", referred 

to in section 3 of document EB39/^1, was the one that the Board had just discussed. 

Since the Organization had now been functioning for nearly twenty years, it was 

necessary to evaluate the contribution it had made to the health development of 

the peoples of the world so that it would be possible to plan the future for the 

next twenty years. In such a study the economic and social gains that had 00 

far been made would be a good index to what could be done in future development. 
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Dr BERNARD, replying to the point raised by Dr Venediktov^ said that the report 

on the study that had been terminated in 19б2 could be found in Official Records 

N o . 115 .(Annex 19) • • He indicated that the review of the question could follow the 

same general plan as that study, referring first to the constitutional and legal 

bases of co-ordination between the United Nations and WHO: the United Nations 

Charter, the WHO Constitution and co-operation agreements； then to the various 

bodies such as the United Nations General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, 

the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and its subsidiary organs, and all the 

specialized agencies. That plan, which systematically covered the Organization's 

relations and co-ordination problems with the whole United Nations system, appeared 

to offer the general framework for the review of the study, taking into account new 

developments with regard to programme matters on the one hand and administrative and 

f inane ial matters on the other. 

With regard to Dr Venediktov
f

s question on how the Board could participate 

actively and make its own study, the matter differed from the question the Board had 

just discussed, in which the problem had been for the Secretariat to gather informa-

tion, .over the period of a year, by means of a questionnaire and inquiries in the 

countries, and report to the Board on problems discussed at each of its sessions. 

The Standing pomniittee on Administrât ion and Finance and the Board had on several 

occasions discussed certain important aspects of recent developments in the United 

Nations • The Board would also be discussing, under item 8,1 of its agenda, decisions 

of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and the IAEA affecting WHO
1

s activities 

in programme matters and in administrative, budgetary and financial matters• The 

Board was therefore closely concerned in those developments. 
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•The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying further to Dr Venediktov, said that vrtiat normally 

would be done would be to make a revision of what had been done before and submit it, 

together with some suggestions, for preliminary discussion by the Executive Board at 

its session in May. The Board might then, after general discussion, appoint a small 

group of its members to work on the study and bring it before the Board, instead of 

having it prepared entirely by the Secretariat. There should be no difficulty in 

following that procedure, which would give the Board more intimate participation in 

the study. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had had the same suggestion in mind as the Director-

General . The appointment of a small committee would not only provide an effective 

solution to the problem but would also ensure the Board
f

 s active participation. An 

appropriate time for the committee to meet might be in January, in the period 

intervening between the sessions of the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance and of the Board, ov at some other time when the Board was in recess. 

Dr MARTINEZ, supporting the Director-General
f

s proposal, said that if he had 

: : , . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . • • • : . ... • .• • . . . . . . 

understood aright, thé Secretariat would prepare a working documént for the 

committee
f

s с ons ideràtion. If that was so, 

the committee should be nominated, if not at 

possible thereafter, so that they would have 

thoroughly • 

he wished to suggest that the members of 

the present meeting then as soon as • 

time to study the working document 
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The C H A I M A N said that he assumed that the working document would be distributed 

in advance, not only to the members of the committee but also to the other members 

of the Board. Thereafter, the ‘ committee would submit any suggested changes to 

the document to the. Board for decision. That would seem to be a reasonable solution 

but the Direсtor-General might wish to comment further on the matter. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL suggested that the Secretariat could draw up a general 

outline of the study to be undertaken for the Board's consideration the following 

May. At that time, the Board - which would then have eight new members among its 

number - could appoint a small group to discuss with the Secretariat the form of 

the working document to be sent to them in their own countries. The group could 

then meet to wol?k again on the study before the Board session in January 1968. 

The study could not be completed in less than a .year, similar studies in the past 

having taken from one and a half to two years. In his opinion, it would be better 

to proceed by easy stages although the Secretariat was, of course, entirely at the 

Board
f

 s disposal in the matter. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that it was difficult for him to decide which was the 

better suggestion, the Director-General's or Dr Rao's, .since both had considerable 

merit. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it seemed to him that, while there was obviously a 

need te evaluate the Organization
1

 s work as proposed by Dr Rao, the study proposed 

by the Director-General was concerned with a more specific matter and was of greater 

urgency. It was not so much a question of merit as of immediate need. 
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If the Board agreed to the Director-General's suggestion, it might wish to con-

sider the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Recalling the decision of the Fifteenth World Health Assembly that à review 
of the organizational study on co-ordination with the United Nations and the 
specialized agencies as a whole be undertaken by the Executive Board after a 
lapse of five years; and 

Having examined the reports of the Director-General relating to this review 
and to the future organizational study to be undertaken by the Executive Board, 

RECOMMENDS to the Twentieth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 
following resolution: 

"The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Bearing in mind resolution WHA15•斗0 of the Fifteenth World Health 
Assembly deciding that a review of the organizational study on co-ordination 
with the United Nations and the specialized agencies as a whole be under-
taken by the Executive Board after a lapse of five years; 

Havirig considered the rec ornmendat i on of the Executive Board on the 
subject, 

1. DECIDES that the next organizational study by the Board shall be 
"The review of the organizational study on co-ordination with the United 
Nations and the specialized agencies"； and 

2. REQUESTS the Executive Board to report on its review to、the Twenty-first 
World Health Assembly.“ 

Decision： Thé draft resolution was adopted.工 

3. FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY: Item 2.9.3 of the Agenda (Document ЕВЗ9/21 and 
EB39/21 Corr.l) 

The' CHAIRMAN said that the Board had covered item 2.9•；5 of its agenda in its dis-

cussion of the previous item. 

He wished it to be placed on record that Dr Rao
1

s suggestion regarding the need 

to evaluate the Organization
f

 s work over the last twenty years had received favourable 

comment and that it would be brought to the Board's attention at its following session. 

1

 Resolution EB39-H26. 
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MALARIA ERADICATION PROGRAMME: Item 2.5 of the Agenda (Document EB39/conf.Doc. 
No.6 Rev.3) (continued from the eleventh meeting, section 1) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board‘s consideration of the following draft 

resolution presented by the Rapporteurs: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report cf the Director-General on the development of 

the malaria eradication programme, 

1. NOTES the report and requests the Director-General to bring it up to date 

for presentation to the Twentieth World Health Assembly; and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Twentieth World Health Assembly the adoption of the 

following resolution: 

"The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the 

development of the malaria eradication programme； 

Noting the progress made in the malaria eradication programme, as 

well as its delays and difficulties in a number of countries, especially 

in Africa where malaria continues to represent a major public health and 

socio-economic problem^ 

Noting further that the paucity of information on the adverse socio-

economic effects of malaria makes it difficult to secure priority in the 

allocation of resources for malaria eradication； 

Bearing in mind the serious concern about the present status and 

possible future development of the malaria eradication programme expressed 

by the Nineteenth World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA19.15, and by 

the WHO Expert Committee on Malaria in its thirteenth report; and 

Considering it advisable and timely to re-examine the global strategy 

of malaria eradication, 

1. URGES governments of countries where eradication programmes are being 

undertaken or planned to accord priority to the provision of personnel and 

of the financial and administrative facilities needed to accelerate the 

developnent of basic health services and the achievement of malaria 

eradication； 
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2. REQUESTS the Director-General to advise the governments of Member 
States on and to co-operate with them in an investigation of the social 
and economic implications of endemic malaria and of its eradication； 

3. REQUESTS multilateral and bilateral agencies to give particular 
attention to ways of assuring the material resources which will be 
required for the implementation of programmes for the eradication of 
malaria in Africa; and 

4. REOUESTS the Director-General to study how best to carry out a 

re-examination of the global strategy of malaria eradication and to report 
his proposals to the Twenty-first World Health Assembly.” 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked all those who had been engaged in the preparation of the 

resolution. It was an excellent example of the results which could be achieved 

through joint effort. 

5. PROCEDURE FOR DISCUSSING IN THE WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY MATTERS RELATING TO THE 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 4.1 of the Agenda (Documents 
EB39/33 and EB39/conf.Doc. No.9) (continued from the tenth meeting, section 3) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board's consideration of the following draft resolution 

presented by the Rapporteurs: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the procedure for discussing in the Health Assembly 
matters relating to the programme and budget of the Organization, recommends 
to the Iforld Health Assembly tlîé adoption of the following resolution: 

"The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 
‘ • . ••： ‘ • ‘ . • ； • • " , ： ； • ‘ . . : ••’ ‘ ‘ . • • . . . . . . . 

Considering Rule of the Rules of Procedure of the World Health 
Assembly which provides, inter alia, that

 f

the main committees of the 
Health Assembly shall be: (a) the Committee on Programme and Budget； 
(b) the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters

1

, 

Resolution EB39-R27. 
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DECIDES that: 

(1) the terms of reference of the Committee on Programme and 

Budget shall be to 

(a) hear the comments and recommendations of the Executive Board 

as presented by its representative concerning: 

(i) whether the budget estimates are adequate to enable the 

World Health Organization to carry out its constitutional 

functions, in the light of the current stage of its 

development; 

(ii) whether the annual programme follows the general 

programme of work approved by the Health Assembly; 

(iii) whether the programme envisaged can be carried out 

during the budget year; and 

(iv) the broad financial implications of the budget 

estimates, with a general statement of the information on 

which any such considerations are based; 

(b) hear the comments and recommendations of the Director-

General; 

(c) .recommend the amount of the effective working budget; 

(d) examine in detail the operating programme; 

(e) recommend the Appropriation Resolution, after inserting 

the amounts in the sections for the operating programme， in the 

text of the resolution as reported by the Committee on Administ-

rati on , Finance and Legal Matters； 

(f) after the World Health Assembly has approved the 

Appropriation Resolution for the ensuing year， and after 

hearing the views of the Director-General, to recommend the 

general order of magnitude for the budget for the second 

ensuing year, for the orientation of the Director-General in 

the preparation of his proposed programme and badget for that 

year; and 

(g) study such other items as are referred to it by the 

Health Assembly. 
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(2) the tenns of reference of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters shall be to: 

(a) review the financial position of the Organization, 

including 

(i) the Financial Report and the Report of the External 

Auditor for the previous financial year; 

.•‘•:::.. . . . . - . . . . ..- . . . ... . - . . 

(ii) the status of contributions and advances to the 

Working Capital Fund; 

(iii) the status of the Assembly Suspense Account and any-

other iimds which have a bearing on the financial position 

of the Organization; 

(b) recommend the scale of assessment; 

(c) recommend the Working Cápital Fund resolution, when 

necessary, including the amount in which it shall be 

established; 

(d) review the parts of the budget dealing with the estimates 

other than for the operating programme and report thereon to 

the Committee on Programme and Budget; 

(e) consider the text of the Appropriation Resolution, insert 

the amounts for appropriation sections other than the operating 

programme and report thereon to the Committee on Programme and 

Budget; . and 

(f) stud^ such o"cher items as are referred to it by the 

Health Assembly; 

(3) when items (b) and (c) under paragraph (1) are being 

considered in the Committee on Programme and Budget, there 

shall not be a meeting of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters., and when item (d) under paragraph 

(2) is being considered in the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters^ there shall not be a meeting of 

the Committee jn Programme and Budget; 

(4) items (b) and (c) under paragraph (1) shall not be 

considered by the Committee on Programme and Budget until 

the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters has 

completed the work on items (a) and (b) of paragraph ⑵ ； and 

finally, 
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(5) if, exceptionally, the physical facilities at a session of the 

Health Assembly do not permit the debate on the Annual Report of the 

Director-General to take place in plenary meeting, the review of the 

Annual Report (excluding the annual Financial Report) shall take 

place in the Committee on Programme and Budget and shall be added to 

the terms of reference of that committee.
M 

Footnote to the resolution: In order that the proposed procedure may be 

applied by the Twentieth World Health Assembly, the Executive Board suggests 

that the Twentieth Health Assembly consider this proposal early in its session. 

Professor AUJALEU said that the draft resolution reflected the Board's dis-

cussion and his own wishes in the matter. However, he had one slight change to 

suggest. The general order of magnitude of the budget for the second ensuing year, 

referred to in operative paragraph (1)(f) of the draft resolution, was a matter of 

considerable importance. In order, therefore, that all delegations should have 

the opportunity of attending the meeting of the Committee on Programme and Budget 

when it considered that question, he wished to suggest that the first part of 

operative paragraph (3) of the draft resolution should be amended to read:
 rf

(3) 

when items (b), (c) and (f) in paragraph (1) are being considered in the Committee 

on Programme and Budget, • • •"• 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that a reference to operative 

paragraph (1) (a) should also be included in the first part of paragraph ⑶ ， a t 

the point referred to by Professor Aujaleu. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that the changes suggested by Professor Aujaleu and 

Mr Siegel could be regarded as purely editorial. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV supported the draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further comments, Invited the 

Board to adopt the draft resolution. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted.
1 

The СЗА1ШШ expressed appreciation to the Rapporteurs and to the Secretariat 

for their excellent work in preparing the draft resolution. 

He wished it to be placed on record that the Board had also adopted the 

footnote to the resolution• 

6. CONDUCT OP THE GENERAL DEBATE AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 4.2 of 
the Agenda (Official Records No. 152，page 224; Document EB3o/Min/3 Rev.l 

PP- 66-72, Document EB^9A'4) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the item, said that, as 

the Board would recall, at the Nineteenth World Health Assembly a member of the 

General Committee had suggested that the Executive Board should study the conduct 

of the general debates at future Health Assemblies. The question had arisen 

because of the time needed for the seventy-eight delegations to speak in the 

general debate at that Assembly. That fact was referred to in paragraph 1.1 of 

the Director-General
1

 s report (document EB39/M) f which was before the Board. 

1

 Resolution F 39-И23. 

2 
See Off. P/.o, Wld Hlth Org,

 :
 137> Ami^x H 
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In paragraph 1.2 of document Щ59/斗斗，reference was made to the studies 

carried out by the Health Assembly and the Executive Board on the duration of 

the Health Assembly and to the measures they had adopted， over the years to 

reduce, or to prevent an increase in, its length. The Board had last dealt with 

the question at its thirty-third session in January 1964. 

Approximate times for the length of some of the speeches made during the 

last five Health Assemblies were given in the table in paragraph 2.2 of 

document 

In 'section some suggestions were made regarding possible solutions to 

the problem. During the Nineteenth World Health Assembly, in response to appeals 

to save time, as mentioned in paragraph 3 - f o u r delegates had deposited their 

prepared speeches for incorporation in the verbatim records of the plenary 

sessions, while four others had given short summaries of their speeches which were 

reproduced in extenso in the records. If that practice were extended, considerable 
• 

time would be saved. 

Another solution might be to set a time-limit for speeches in the general 

debate, It might give rise to difficulties, however, and in the past some 

delegates had considered that such a step would be undesirable. However, at the 

Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Session, speeches had been limited to ten minutes 

each. 

Under the existing procedures, eight agenda items had to be dealt with before 

the Executive Board's report and the Annual Report of the Director-General, on which 
' • , . V ‘ . 

the general debates were based, were introduced. Time could be saved if the 

Committee on Credentials did not meet until after the election of officers and 

the introduction of the reports, since the general debate could proceed in 
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plenary session while the Committee on Credentials was meeting. It might, however, 

pose a theoretical problem, whereby the Assembly elected an officer before his 

delegation's credentials had been accepted. However, the practice was followed, 

in some international organizations； and in WHO delegations were seated 

provisionally pending the report of the Committee on Credentials. In effect, 

therefore, the problem might be largely theoretical. 

No changes in the Assembly
T

 s Rules of Procedure would be needed, if the 

procedures suggested were adopted, since they could be accommodated within the 

provisions of Rules 27 and 56. Those were the suggestions that the 

Director-General had made for the Board
1

 s consideration of the matter but members 

might have other suggestions to make. 

Dr RAO said that the existing situation with regard to the general debates at" 

the Health Assembly was unsatisfactory： as time went on, few listened to the 

lengthy statements and many delegates did not even attend the meetings. In his 

opinion, therefore, the best solution would be, as mentioned in paragraph of 

document > for delegates to deposit their prepared speeches with the 

Secretariat in advance and to make a brief statement of perhaps one or two pages in 

length. Not only would the general debate be more interesting; the .124 

delegations would also complete their statements in a relatively short period of 

time. It might also be possible for the Secretariat to prepare a summary of the 

texts submitted, for distribution to delegations. 

The CHAIRMAN said that there was one factor which was not reflected in the table 

in paragraph 2.2 of document ЕВ39/杯斗• He had noted, when attending previous meetings 

of the Organization, that delegates tended to speak for a given period of time: either 

for five minutes, or ten, or twenty. That might mean that delegates observed a 

self-imposed time-limit. 
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Professor GONZALEZ TORRES said that despite the fact that, according to the 

table, 56 per cent, of delegates spoke for less than ten minutes and 86 per cent, 

for less than fifteen minutes, the fact remained that, as Dr Rao had said, towards 

the end of the general debate very few people remained to listen. 

On more than one occasion In the past delegates had been asked to impose a 

voluntary time-limit on their statements and while some had complied with that 

request, others had not. In his opinion, it would be difficult for the President 

of the Assembly to stop a speaker during his statement or to tell him that he had 

only one minute left. He therefore supported the suggestion that delegates should 

deposit their prepared speeches for incorporation in the verbatim records. If 

necessary, the length of such texts should also be limited to a certain number of 

pages - say, twenty. The delegate could then give a summary of his speech lasting 

for ten minutes. 

Sir Cfeorge GODBER said that he felt a certain responsibility since he had 

already raised the question in the General Committee. 

It had become obvious, as Dr Rao had said, that speeches in the general debates 

had ceased to have much meaning since delegates did not remain to listen. As 

Professor Gonzalez Torres had pointed out, a time-limit would not affect the large 

majority of delegates. But the time saved would be considerable. He therefore 

wholeheartedly supported the idea of a ten-minute time-limit for speeches, on the 

understanding that if a delegate had more to say he could submit the text of his 

speech for inclusion in the record. He had in fact done that himself at the last 

Health Assembly• The President should, however, be empowered to stop a speaker at 

the end of ten minutes. 
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Professor AUJALEU said that his attitude in the matter tended to be rather 

liberal. Some delegates had to come from far afield. Others had to express 

themselves in a language which was not their own and therefore took more time to 

make their statements than those who were fortunate enough to be able to speak in 

their mother tongue. Certain members of the Board might have noticed that, in 

order to leave more time for other speakers, he had not taken part in the general 

debate at the last five Health Assemblies. Nevertheless, he realized that it was 

necessary to find a solution to the problem. The existing situation was 

unsatisfactory： either night sessions had to be held, which were poorly attended, 

or else a time-limit was somewhat unfairly imposed on the last speakers on the list. 

For those reasons, he agreed with Sir George Godber that statements should be limited 

to ten minutes and that those lasting longer could be reproduced in the verbatim 

record. In fact, if delegates confined themselves to the item on the agerida, 

rather than giving detailed accounts of the situation in their own countries, ten 

minutes would be largely sufficient. But it was difficult to stop delegates from 

saying what they wanted to. 

For those who exceeded the time-limit, a small red light could be used, as 

was the practice in many international congresses• The President, too， should 

be firm in ensuring that the time-limit was observed. 

Professor GERld said that he could not share the views of previous speakers 

since, in his opinion, it would be difficult to prevent delegates from expressing 

their views. It was understandable that the Board had not so far managed to 

solve the problem, although it had been considered on several occasions. Many 
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delegations were newcomers to the Organization and should therefore be allowed 

to express themselves at some length, in view of the many problems they had to 

raise before the Health Assembly. They should, of course, be urged to be brief but 

an arbitrary time-limit should not be set： after all., the general debate was 

attended by ministers of public health. It was true that the existing situation 

was unsatisfactory and that the night meetings were poorly attended but the solution 

was not to be found in preventing delegates from a free expression of their views. 

• The CHAIRMAN said that, apart from a few exceptions， it was not the newcomers who 

took up so much time but rather the more experienced participants. 

Dr RAO said that the problem should be approached with tact. He suggested 

that delegations should be asked to submit their speeches in writing at least one 

week before the Health Assembly and that they could then give an outline of the main 

points thereof at the general debate. In paragraph 2.2 of document ЕВ)9/4斗，it was 

noted that over the past three years the number of speakers taking more than ten 

minutes to make their statements had increased to forty-four per cent. Unless 

some gentle persuasion was used, considerable time would be lost. 
. : � . . • • J' ‘ . •- . . . . . -

Sir George GODBER said that he was a little concerned at Dr Rao
!

s suggestion 

"that speeches should be submitted one week before the Health Assembly, It seemed 

to him that，in any general debate^ the content of a delegate
1

 s statement would 

necessarily reflect what had been said earlier by other speakers. It might， 

however, be possible to submit a background text of a statement for inclusion in 

the record. 
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Dr ALAN recalled that the Health Assembly in 1961 had considered the question 

of the duration of Assemblies. At that time he had strongly favoured a reduction in 

duration - an opinion he still held. Since that time, however, the number of Members 

had increased to 124 and it was perhaps no longer possible to reduce the length of the 

Health Assembly； however, it was essential to limit the length of statements if the 

Health Assembly was not to be prolonged or the number of night meetings increased• 

He therefore supported Sir George Godber and Professor Aujaleu in favouring a ten-

minute time-limit for statements, it being understood that those delegates who had more 

to say could submit their speech in writing for inclusion in the record. 

Like Professor Aujaleu，he generally did not take part in such debates and, at 

the last Health Assembly, he had followed Sir George Godber's example by submitting 

his speech on cholera for inclusion in the record，and limiting his statement in that 

connexion to a few brief remarks. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that he had to disagree with the views expressed by some of 

the other speakers. The general debate was one of the Health Assembly's most 

important activities. In the first place, it provided for an objective evaluation 

of the Director-General's Report and of the Organization
1

 s activities during the year. 

Secondly, the situation in the world was constantly changing and it was not possible 

to foresee, and include in the agenda, every item of importance； and therefore it was 

essential to give speakers the possibility of raising any matter that they considered 

should, be b r o u g h t to the attention of the Health Assembly. No delegate talked merely 

to prolong the Health Assembly. 
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Information on development of public health in one region, for example, could 

be of value to others: after all, the Organization was the main international forum 

for such exchange of information• In his opinion, therefore> it would be 

inappropriate and even unconstitutional to limit statements and would not provide 

a solution to the problem. 

He did not favour long speeches， but thought that it should be left to speakers 

to use their discretion. To send speeches in advance would result in a report, not 

a discussion. Agreement might well be reached, informally, on a limit of ten 

minutes per speaker， and no doubt, gradually, all delegates would observe that 

unwritten rule. 

Other measures could be considered for limiting the length of sessions of the 

Health Assembly
 7
 or they could perhaps be held only once every two years. But time 

should not be saved by restricting the length of delegates
1

 statements. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Executive Board had been asked to consider 

the specific question of the conduct of the general debate at future Health 

Assemblies. 

D r VENEDIKTOV reiterated his view that no restriction should.be made on the 

length of delegates' statements in the general debate. 
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Mr AERAR, supporting the views expressed by Professor Geric and Dr Venediktov, 

said that most of the ministers of health v/ho attended the Assembly came expressly 

for the general debate, and once it had finished they returned home. It was 

therefore perhaps a little unreasonable to expect them, after travelling long 

distances, to confine themselves to statements lasting five or ten minutes and would 

certainly occasion a reaction on their part. However, he appreciated that there was 

a problem and a solution might be found if the Board appealed to Member States, in a 

letter, for the co-operation of all participants. Undoubtedly many would understand 

and respond. 

Dr AZURIN said that for the most part the speakers at the general debate were 

ministers. It was only to be expected, therefore
 9
 that they would wish to speak at 

some length so that they could report accordingly to their governments. That being 

so，it was nevertheless essential to curb the time taken by speakers and he had a 

proposal to put to the Board in that connexion. During the past few years, the 

practice of speakers making their statements from the rostrum had been discontinued. 

It could perhaps, however, be reintroduced for the ministers so that their photographs 

would be taken while they addressed the Health Assembly and reproduced in the Press • 

That might possibly provide some compensation for a time-limit of ten minutes on 

their speeches. 

Dr OTOLORIN said that he also supported the remarks made by Professor GericT and 

Dr Venediktov. Those who attended the general debate were politicians and enjoyed 

speaking• They, also represented their governments at the Health Assembly. It 
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would therefore not only be difficult but also rude to stop them in the middle of 

their speeches. While he realized the problem, it would be preferable to let them 

have their say rather than give them cause for offence. The only solution he could 

propose was that the suggestion of a ten-minute time-limit on speeches should be put 

to the General Committee itself to decide• It would only create a bad effect if an 

arbitrary time-limit were imposed. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Board might wish to consider the suggestions 

contained in paragraph D of document ЕЦ59/斗斗• There was a wide divergence of 

views in the Board which could be reported to the Health Assembly - the body that 

would take the final decision in the matter. But members might wish to give some 

further thought to the matter, before the following meeting, with a view to making 

concrete proposals on which' all could agree. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, agreeing with the Chairman that the members of the Board 

should reflect on the problem overnight, said that it would perhaps be useful if he 

made some comments for their guidance• 

In the first place, while he agreed with Dr Venediktov that the general debate 

was an important part of the Health Assembly's activities, in many instances the 

statements made bore little relation to the item under consideration: the Executive 

Board
1

 s reports and the Annual Report of the Director-General. 

In recent years it had been necessary to hold an increasing number of plenary 

meetings at night: if that state of affairs continued, the Health Assembly would have 

to be prolonged or some other measures taken. It was unfair - and，in his opinion, 

unkind - to expect a delegate to travel from afar only to make a statement before a 

virtually unattended meeting. 
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However, it was not in the governments
1

 interests to increase expenditure by-

extending the length of the Assembly. He recalled that at the Tenth Anniversary 

Commemorative Session - attended by more health ministers than ever before or since -

a ten-minute time-limit had been imposed on speakers, which no one had resented and 

which only one delegate had failed to observe. 

A situation now existed which was a case of first come first served: many 

delegates, after attending a number of plenary meetings, decided not to speak because 

they were simply too tired. 

It had been suggested during the Board
f

s discussion that delegates should submit 

their speeches in writing. But there too, as Professor González Torres had said, it 

would be necessary to limit the length of the texts, possibly to twenty pages. 

Otherwise it would be cheaper to prolong the Assembly Ъу, say, three days than print 

many long texts in the Official Records series. 

If
4

 the Health Assembly accepted the proposals to limit statements to ten minutes, 

all well and good. Even if it did not, the idea would have been sown in the minds 

of delegates。 

Another point for consideration had been made by Dr Azurin, namely, that 

delegates might prefer to speak for five minutes from the rostrum rather than for 

twenty minutes from their seats. 

The Secretariat could, however, play no part in the decision taken• It could 

only state its belief that the practice of holding plenary sessions at night was not in 

the best interests of the Organization and should not be continued. On many occasions 

those sessions were virtually unattended - an extremely unpleasant situation for 

those delegates who had to speak at them. 

The meeting rose at 6,5 
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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON CO-ORDINATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL IN RELATION TO 
THE TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION FIELD PROGRAMME OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 2.9.1 
of the Agenda (Document EB39/wp/l) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Bernard to introduce document EB39/wp/l. 

Dr BERNARD, Assistant Director-General, said that the subject of the organiza-

tional study - Co-ordination at the national level in relation to the technical 

co-operation field programme of the Organization - had been chosen by the Board 

at its thirty-third session and the choice had been approved by the Seventeenth 

World Health Assembly. The Board had examined the question at its thirty-fifth, 

thirty-sixth and also at its thirty-seventh session, at which it had given the 

Director-General guidance for carrying the study a stage further. The results 

of the work done during that last stage were presented in the document he was 

introducing. Although the document had been made as complete and definitive as 

possible and drafted in a form similar to that of a Board report, it was nonetheless 

a working paper putting forward the information on which the Board would have to 

make its report. 

The document comprised an introduction and three chapters. The introduction 

gave a brief historical outline of discussions in the Assembly and the Board on 

co-ordination at the national level and the subsequent resolutions adopted by 

both bodies. The data had been arranged in chronological order in order to set 

in relief the evolution in the thought of the Board and of the Assembly. 
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Chapter I was sub-divided into two parts, A and B . The first dealt with the 

subject and the scope of the study, defined in the light of discussions at previous 

sessions of the Board; the second, on the methodology of the study, briefly reviewed 

steps that had been taken, particularly during the previous year• In that year a 

questionnaire had been distributed to the regional offices and had been filled in for 

most of the countries where national programmes were being assisted by WHO; also, in 

a limited number of countries depth studies had been carried out• The term "depth 

study" did not signify exhaustive studies but rather a kind of ”case study" • Studies 

had been carried out in twelve countries, two in each region, either by consultants 

or by Ш0 re présentâtive s in contact as appropriate with the governments concerned. 

Those studies had made it possible to supplementthe more barer outline obtained 

from the data supplied in the questionnaires. 

Chapter II contained the core of the study, arranged in the order adopted to 

define its subject and scope• It dealt first with co-ordination problems within 

governments, then with co-ordination problems directly concerning WHO and finally 

with problems in connexion with inter-organizational co-operation considered at the 

national level. Sixty-six answers had been received to the questionnaire from 

ninety countries having WHO-assisted projects. The proportion, seventy-three per 

cent” was considered high enough to provide the basis for a representative analysis 

for the purposes of the study. It would be noted that the European Region was 
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poorly represented; the reason was that the questionnaire had been sent only to 

countries with projects in progress in the field and few such projects were being 

carried out with the assistance of the Organization in the European countries. 

The data collected had been, set out where appropriate in tabular form, to present 

a synopsis of some of the factors discovered in the course of the analysis. 

There were a few errata in that chapter. In paragraph 2.2 (page 17 of the 

French and 18 of the English texts ) the number "5斗”，in the phrase "5斗 countries 

out of 66”, should read "59" ； on page 28 in the French and page 27 in the English 

texts the reference in the last footnote to "Annex 2
M

 should read "Annex 22" and 

in the French text only, in the last sentence on page 斗0, the word “gaspillage" 

should read "utilisation peu économique"• 

Chapter III contained the conclusions, which had not been fully developed 

because the chapter was intended to be a summary of the more striking observations 

contained in chapter II, providing a basis for the debate by the Board• 

Finally, the annex reproduced the form of the questionnaire that had been 

distributed to the different countries• 

The docurnent was far from perfect. As the information had come in, and in 

the course of its analysis, the extreme complexity and difficulty of the question 

had become increasingly evident. He hoped, however, that the Board would find 
“ . . . . . : 

it useful in the conduct of the study entrusted to it. 
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Professor AUJALEU observed that he had nothing but good to say of the document. 

The drafting avoided being facile and revealed thorough knowledge of the subject. 

The document could not give offence to either the international organizations or 

governments, both of which tended to be jealous of their authority. Governments in 

receipt of aid did not like that aid to be used as a pretext for meddling in their 

affairs, while láiose donating bilateral aid did not like to have their aid pooled 

with the rest, preventing their deriving at least moral benefit from it. 

The report was indeed so skilfully drafted that he wondered whether it did not 

minimize certain difficulties. It mentioned minor problems in connexion with the 

• • • •:.‘.〔 ,.• •• • • ' ' •. 
United Nations Children*s Fund and the United Nations Development Programme, 

organizations very close to the United Nations, but apart from that everything 

appeared to be perfect• 

With regard to chapters I and II he had been struck by the role accorded to WHO 

officers in the matter of co-ordination. That role was usefully defined and it was 

clear that Ш0 representatives only succeeded in it when they were both competent and 

skilled, the combination of the two being essential owing to the fact that they had 

• . ¿T" Ü Г' • 

obligations but no authority• Without tact, the most competent of them would be lost. 

Chapter III dealt with the heart of the matter. Two of the conclusions were 

particularly interesting: the first， which was so obvious that it appeared almost 

unnecessary to have included it, was that co-ordination was essential not only at the 

level of field activities, but also in the planning stage； the second was that 

co-ordination was easier the better organized were the basic health services, a point 
to be borne in mind when it came to the evaluation of programmes. 
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Finally, although the present series of important and doubtless very useful 

organizational studies was being carried out by the Board at the request of the 

Assembly, he wondered whether the Board was entitled to take the credit for them 

to the extent of calling them Board reports or whether some more modest title should 

not be found. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Deputy Representative of the United Nations Development 

Programme in Europe to make a statement* 

Mr MICUTA, Deputy Representative of IMDP in Europe, expressed satisfaction 

with those paragraphs of the document which dealt with co-operation between WHO and UNDP 

regional representatives. UNDP shared the document/s basic thesis that in order 

to be healthy people had to be fed, clothed and sheltered. He was happy, too, to 

note that the document emphasized the importance both on participation by country 

representatives in the development plans of beneficiary countries and the fact that 

close co-operation between re pre s entat ive s of the various United Nations agencies in 

a country would facilitate that country
f

s development• The two main difficulties 

were the scarcity of resources as compared with the needs of the developing countries 

and the personality clashes which sometimes occurred. But the situation was 

improving and those difficulties would soon be insignificant* 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said he was sure Mr Micuta would inform the UNDP of WHO'S concern 

at the fact that the share of Technical Assistance allocated to health projects was 

decreasing, 

Dr RAO said that the document was an excellent one on which future health 

development co-ordination might be based. It analysed the national structure 

and planning and the relationship between WHO and UNDP representatives• At a 
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previous méeti-Hg, refereñee had been made tó the 'fact that tëchnicâl assistance 

programmes were declining for want of proper appreciation at the various levels 一 

national, intergovernmental and public health* An attempt should be made to create 

the necessary climate for proper health development. The document would provide a 

basis fór suggestirig that the Minister of Health shoiild be at the same level as the 

Ministers of Planning, Finance and Education and should have an opportunity to take 

part in broad discussions on the allocation of UNDP funds. The WHO area representa-

tive naturally should be the secretary of the co-ordination committee in the Ministry 

of Health so as tô ensure that the other agencies> bilateral a M international, came 

to understand health deveJ^pment problems• The document referred to those ideas 

and would be very useful to developing countries. 

Dr ALAN said that as he had in the Executive Board supported the suggestion that 

the organizational study be continued, he wished to express his satisfaction with 

the layout of the document and to congratulate its authors. Co-operation and co-

ordination were matters in which further efforts were required of the representatives 

of the various United Nations agencies. The contents of paragraph 2.7 of page 33 of 

the document were therefore particularly welcome. The Secretariat was to be 

congratulated on the initiative it had taken, which was referred to in that paragraph» 

Referring- to co-ordination with intergovernmentalj governmental and non-governmental 

institutions, he said that the Organization appeared to co-ordinate satisfactorily its 

activities wi-th intergoverriftlental institutions. Obviously^ governments were 
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responsible for co-ordinatingat. the national ..level, assistance from external 

sources• Such co-ordination could also, however, be effected outside the government 

framework at national level. An example of .such co-ordination had been furnished 

by tî̂ e Organization, which had invited UNDP representatives to visit WHO headquarters 

to become acquainted with the programme, administration and co-ordinating policies of 

the Organization* The statement in paragraph,4.2.1 on page was surprising : 

because the situation could have repercussions ..which would not be of equal interest 

to. the donor and. recipient countries. It appeared that sometimes bilateral 

institutions were reluctant to collaborate with multilateral organizations. Obviously, 

the multiplicity of bilateral systems in a given country could lead to competition 

and overlapping unless the necessary co-ordination measures were strengthened. In 

any uncoordinated activity, available resources were inevitably used uneconomically 

and recipient countries suffered. Increasing attention was apparently being paid 

to that question in both donor and recipient countries and all efforts to improve the 

situation should be continued* Referring to paragraph 4.2 on page 46, he expressed 

satisfaction at the co-ordination developed between WHO and other United Nations 

. . . . . , ..-,..,... • • . . . . . . . ... • ：• -' • 
agencies and hoped that the same success would be achieved in co-operation with other 

intergovernmental agencies and the bilateral aid bodies. 

Dr VENEPIKTOV associated, himself with those speakers who had praised the document. 

It emphasized the importance of co-ordination at the national, level of all programmes 

in the field of health and in economic and social development.. Such co-ordination 

was necessary in both donor and recipient countries. It was important that the 

document brought out the necessity for national planning of economic, social, health 
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and educational development and showed how much health depended on economic con-

ditions* In addition, the document stressed the very important role played by 

WHO representatives in the various countries. In that connexion, it might be use-

ful if the Director-General were to tell the Board more about those representatives, 

who did particularly useful work с 

The document should encourage both donor and recipient countries to consider 

how best to co-ordinate efforts at the national level» 

Finally, it would be useful if members of the Board took a more active part 

in the conduct of future organizational studies, instead of merely considering the 

results• 

The CHAIRMAN said that one fact had not been sufficiently emphasized in the 

report
e
 Clearly, even an adroit area representative could do little unless he 

was aware of the current and future programmes of the country to which he was 

accredited. 

Dr OTOLORIN stressed the importance of the WHO representative
1

 s personal 

qualities• A diplomatic representative could discover a great deal of information 

on his own. He could, for instance, succeed in getting himself invited to parti-

cipate in the health activities of voluntary health organizations and, by acting 

as secretary to the malaria and smallpox eradication committees, in the work of the 

ministry of health committees. He endorsed the suggestion in the document that 

the area representatives be given as much information as possible. In his country, 

WHO representatives were invited to many committee meetings. He also endorsed the 

suggestion that national planning committees, in which WHO representatives had an 

important role to play, were very necessary in some countries. 
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The document was a good one and described a number of ways in which 

co-ordination could be achieved. It would be useful if the TAB resident repre-

sentatives were to make a point of establishing close relationships with the WHO 

representatives. In some countries, both the WHO representative and even the 

representative of the national Ministry of Health were excluded from TAB 

deliberations. Such a situation did not make for good с о-ordinati on. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV, supporting the remarks made by the Chairman and Dr Otolorin, 

said it would be very interesting if one or two of the best WHO representatives 

could be invited to a Board meeting to describe their work and experiences. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thanked members for their comments on the paper and 

reminded them that in fact it had been prepared under the Board's guidance. The 

Board had discussed the outline of the document and the questionnaire which had 

been sent to Member countries. Did the Board accept the conclusions set out in 

Chapter III, or did it wish to appoint a small working group to examine and amend 

them? 

Dr Venediktov had made an interesting suggestion. In that connexion, it 

should be realized that there were neither good nor bad WHO representatives； some 

representatives were, of course, more experienced than others. All members of 

the staff were constantly learning and, as had been pointed out, technical 

competence was not everything； human qualities also counted for a great deal. The 

only way in which a WHO representative could obtain the information which would 

enable him better to carry out his task was to build up mutual confidence between 

himself and appropriate officials in the national Ministry of Health. If the 

Board so desired, it could discuss the functions in question with an experienced 
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WHO representative^ who happened to be in Geneva at the time. He suggested, however, 

that the meeting be a private one, because it was unlikely that any really useful 

information would be obtained in an open meeting• 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said he had no doubt that all WHO representatives were good; he 

had merely spoken of the best. It would be useful to hear a representative in a 

private meetingс 

Referring to the working group to which the Director-General had referred， he 

asked whether the document should not first be submitted to the Health Assembly so 

that the delegates of the various countries could comment on it. The working group 

could then be established at the next session of the Board and draft conclusions. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that the study was an Executive Board study. 

When completed it would, in accordance with accepted practice, be presented to the 

World Health Assembly. If the Board wished to complete the study at the current 

session, it could either appoint a small working group to review, and possibly amend, 

the conclusions in Chapter III， or it could accept the conclusions as drafted. 

The CHAIRMAN, pointing out that there was no draft resolution on the item, 

suggested that the Rapporteurs^ working in 

of Dr Alan, Professor Aujaleu, Dr Otolorin, 

light of the comments and suggestions made 

draft resolution on the subject. 

co-ordination with a small group composed 

Dr Rao and Dr Venediktov, should, in the 

at the current meeting, prepare a suitable 

Dr MARTINEZ said that he did not agree that the document should be further 

studied by a working group. The only course open to the Board was to note the 

document and submit it to the Assembly for consideration. If the intention was to 
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express a point of view on each of the conclusions in Chapter III, the Board would 

have to discuss those conclusions in plenary session. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that Dr Martinez join the working group to which he had 

referred in his previous intervention. What he was suggesting was that the working 

group and the Rapporteurs should prepare a suitable draft resolution. 

Dr MARTINEZ said that in his opinion the Board did not have sufficient time to 

examine carefully each of the conclusions in Chapter III. The simplest course, 

therefore, was to note the document and submit it to the Assembly for consideration. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that there seemed to be some misunderstanding. The 

study was an Executive Board, not a Secretariat, study. The Board could not 

therefore just note the document and submit 

satisfied with it, the Board had to present 

the dociimerrt was incomplete. Some members 

it to the Assembly. When it was 

the study to the Assembly as its own. 

from the discussion that the title of 

of the Board seemed to feel that the 

Professor AUJALEU said it was apparent 

study was not an Executive Board study since they themselves had not participated 

in its preparation. Could the legal advisers of the Organization say whether it 

would be possible to refer to the report as a joint Executive Board/Secretariat 

study? 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked which members of the Executive Board had participated in 

the study. In future, it would be useful if members of the Executive Board 

participated actively in the preparation of such studies. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that anyone who had been a member of the Board for more 

than one year had to some extent participated in the preparation of the study. 

Those who had been members for one year only were, at the current meeting, 

participating in the study for the first time. It should be realized that as 

membership of the Board was constantly changing, there would always be some members 

who had not participated in a given study. If a decision on the report in question 

was delayed until the May session, the eight new members who would join the Board 

at that time would not have participated in the study at all. Work on the study 

had started in January 1964. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV asked whether it would be useful if a standing committee, similar 

to the Standing Committee on Headquarters Accommodation, were appointed to work with 

the Secretariat in preparing organizational studies. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL thought it was useful to mention that the type of study 

in question had been initiated by the Second World Health Assembly. That Assembly 

had adopted a resolution requesting the Executive Board "to examine the organi zational 

structure so that the Third World Health Assembly may be assisted in ensuring the 

administrative efficiency of the Organization and establishing general lines of 

policy in this respect" (resolution УШ2Л8). He read out resolution WHA8.42, 

which had been adopted by the Eighth World Health Assembly and resolution WHAIO.36 

adopted by the Tenth World Health Assembly. It was in accordance with those 
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Assembly resolutions that the Executive Board had to make the type of study in 

question. In 1964 the Executive Board had recommended to the Seventeenth World 

Health Assembly that the present study be made and that Assembly had accepted the 

recommendation. Progress reports had been submitted to the Board at several of 

its sessions since then and the final study, which had been prepared in accordance 

with instructions received from the Boards was now before the Board. If the 

Board felt that it could not yet conclude the study during the current session, 

it should inform the Assembly that it wanted to continue the study and postpone 

its final decision thereon until its session in May I967 or January 1968. As the 

Chairman had pointed out, it should be remembered that the study would in May be 

completely new to one-third of the Board
1

 s members. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it had been with that point in mind that he had 

suggested that the Rapporteurs consider whether to continue with that study or to 

conclude it. 

У 

Dr MARTINEZ said that what was involved was not to decide whether the study 

had now been concluded, but whether the Board agreed with the conclusions on what 

had been studied. 

Dr MONDET agreed with what Dr Martinez had said. The study was concerned 

with one of the most important subjects for integrated medicine, and both those who 

had proposed it and those who had carried it out deserved to be congratulated. 

He considered that the Board should examine in plenary session the conclusions 

reached, and indicate its approval or otherwise. 
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At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr BERNARD introduced Chapter III of 
• • * . •• . 

document EBJ9/WP/1 section by section, 

Dr MARTINEZ proposed the addition of a phrase such as "in certain administrative 

circumstances
11

, after the words "the establishment in some countries of inter-

ministerial co-ordination commissions", in the second paragraph of section 2^2, 

Dr RAO said that it was important that the minister of health should be on an 

equal footing with other main ministers, such as those concerned with finance, 

planning and education. Interdepartmental co-ordination was vital in the fields 

of health, agriculture and community developnent• It was particularly so in the 

industrial sector, in which health must play a most important role. 

It was also important for the ministry of health to function in close 

co-ordination with the professional bodies as well as with the non-governmental 

organizations working in the health field. 

Dr OTOLORIN said that the position of the minister, although important in 

the matter, was not so much so as that of the civil servants. The minister was 

likely to be in the cabinet, which had collective responsibility for the actions of 

governments. It was at the planning stage that it became important to ensure that 

the ministry of health was represented. Some countries had a ministry of economic 

development, which was responsible for issuing the decisions of the planning 

committee. The ministers of economic development, of finance, of health, and of 

any other professional ministry whose affairs were being discussed, should be 

represented• 
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He was sure that ministers on the whole would accept the plan presented to 

them for discussion with their cabinet colleagues. It was very important at the 

civil servant level to ensure that public health officials were represented. 

The CHAIEMAN invited Board members 

not they wished to rewrite the document 

be possible, it would take a great deal 

members had certain commitments towards 

to consider during the recess whether or 

in plenary session. Although that would 

of time, and he understood that a number of 

the end of the week. It was for the Board 

to decide how much time it wished to devote to it during the present meeting. 

Dr BERNARD said that a text had been prepared incorporating the proposals 

and comments made by Dr Martinez, Dr Otolorin and Dr Rao. Any further comments 

that members might wish to make would be taken into account and an attempt would be 

made to give expression to them in the Board
1

 s final toxt. 

Dr RAO said that the most important activity with regard to section 2.2 was 

to make health authorities aware of the importance of health economics and the need 

to induce their governments to give higher priority to health programmes in the 

context of industrial and agricultural development• WHO had a great role to play 

in that respect in the organization of training courses and seminars. 
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Dr MARTINEZ proposed that the word "most" in the first line of the third 

paragraph of section 2.2 be amended to "some". He also suggested that the 

paragraph be redrafted to give expression to the fact that because of the lack of 

co-ordination, and by reason of the opposed interests of the various government 

departments，nothing was being done to ensure that priorities were followed. 

Dr OTOLORIN said that the paragraph was one of the most important in the entire 

document, and he would like it generally to remain as it stood. It was well 

phrased and its content was accurate. He would^ however, accept the small 

amendment of substituting the word "some" for the word "most". 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr Martinez concerning the desirability of amending 

the word "most" to read
 !t

some". He was not so certain about the second part of 

his proposal, but it would be kept in mind, along with other comments by Board 
1
 . . ， . . . . . . , • .. ‘ .. - “‘ i.. . • • • 、 

members, and a small drafting group could be set up which would try to rewrite 

the text to taice them into account. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that the paragraph as drafted placed the blame for the 

situation upon the health authorities, and he would like it to be amended in order 

to remove, tliat impression. It .could perhaps read "governments have not so far 

understood the important . . •
u

, or words to that effect. 
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Dr RAO^. referring to section 2.5, said that co-ordination should be at two 

levels. If the minister of health was on an equal footing with other ministers, 

such as those of planning or finance, at .whose level the representative of the 

United Nations Development Programme often exercised an influence, it would be 

necessary for him to insist upon the importance of health and to see that a good 

share of financial provision was made for it. 

The other level of co-ordination was the administrative level, at which the 

WHO representative could possibly act as secretary of a committee for international 

agencies; other public health administrators working in the country could note 

the type of international and bilateral assistance available, so that proper 

allocation could be made. 

Those two levels of co-ordination should be emphasized in the paragraph. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV considered that section 5 should be more cautiously worded^ by 

amending the words "effectiveness of" to the words "need for". 

Dr RAO said that the regional offices and WHO representatives should be able 

not only to exercise the influence required for planning, implementation and 

evaluation of programmes but should be in complete co-ordination with the UNDP 

representative and representatives of other agencies to ensure that the total 

assistance given was purposeful and useful• That point should be made clear in 

section 

The CHAIRMAN said that that point might more appropriately be emphasized 

under paragraph 4 . 
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Dr MARTINEZ said that the greater the capacity of a specialist, the easier it 

was for the programme to get out of balance. The most important thing was that 

there should be common ground among those taking part. It could be readily under-

stood that an expert- in a given field might easily convince another who knew 

nothing about the subject, even if he were not always right. He recalled that 

the Dir e с tor- Gener al had informed the Board that only short briefing was given to 

the people concerned. He himself had observed a lack of continuous contact and 

of common ideas among representatives. It was important not to confuse good 

co-ordination in the carrying out of programmes with good co-ordination of the 

programmes themaelves• It was often the case that activities were、co-ordinated 

because they were successful, rather than the other way round. Good co-ordination 

could come about only if there was good briefing of representatives of all the 

internat!onal organizations, who should be in constant touch to discuss their 

objectives in the light of national needs. He would like the Rapporteurs to pro-

duce a brief draft taking account of those points. 

....• ••
:

 •• • • ' • :.... . .. • • . . . . 、 • • ' • 

Dr RAO said that apart from the ability, experience and personal qualities of 

the WHO representative, perfect training was essential. It should be broad-based, 

to cover public health, sociology, economics, national health planning, and an 
‘..•' : ...... ‘‘ ‘ • ‘ • . ' . '：' ... ^ _ ' . - - . “ . ‘ .• ••‘ •• . ； . . . . . ‘ • . 

understanding of the country
f

 s geography, population and economic trends, in order 
. . • � . . . . 

• - . . . . : . . . . -- - . . • . . . � ' . • •丨 . • •• • . . . , . • • . 

to enable the representative to lay the greatest possible emphasis on health aspects. 

He would like reference made to that idea in section 3*2. 
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Dr ABRAR suggested that to the list of qualities needed by a WHO representative 

shoule be added experience in public health administration• 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Rapporteurs, with the assistance of the Secretariat, 

would try to produce a draft that would take account of the Board
r

 s views. 

2. REVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON CO-ORDINATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS AND 

THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES: Item 2.9.2 of the Agenda (Document EB39/20) 

Dr BERNARD, introducing the item, said that document EB59/20 referred to 

resolution WHA15•斗0, which the Health Assembly had adopted at the time when it had 

examined the Executive Board* s study on co-ordination with the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies. By that resolution the Health Assembly had decided that a 

review of the subject should be undertaken by the Board after a lapse of five years, 

or before that at the request of the Director-General. The five-year period would 

expire at the end of May 1967• There had recently been a number of new developments 

that affected the co-ordination between WHO on the one hand and the United Nations 

and specialized agencies on the other. The Secretariat would furnish further infor-

mation on the subject if the Board so wished. 

Taking into account the facts he had mentioned, it was suggested in paragraph 2 

of document EB59/20 that a review of the subject of co-ordination with the United 

Nations and the specialized agencies should form the subject of the next organizational 

study to be carried out by the Executive Board, 
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Dr VENEDIKTOV said that document EB39/2O and document EB39/21 (future 

organizational study to be made by the Board) showed the great importance and 

scope of the Board
f

 s organizational studies. It seemed to him that the Board 

might well revise its previous study on co-ordination with the United Nations and 

the specialized agencies• He asked for Dr Bernard
1

 s opinion on how the work 

should best be organized and how to ensure that Board members could participate 

in it directly. Perhaps some members would volunteer, or perhaps the Chairman 

could select a few members to take part in the practical work. 

Professor GERIC； said that in the light of the discussions that had taken 

place in the Board, and taking into account the Health Assembly
1

 s recommendations^ 

the choice of the subject as the Board/s next organizational study was a good one. 

Dr RAO said that "the organizational study at present under way", referred 

to in section 3 of document EB)9/21, was the one that the Board had just discussed 

Since the Organization had now been functioning for nearly twenty years, it was 

necessary to evaluate the contribution it had made to the health development of 

the peoples of the world so that it would be possible to plan the future for the 

next twenty years. In such a study the economic and social gains that had so 

far been made would be a good index to what could be done in future development. 
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Dr BERNARD, replying to the point raised by Dr Venediktov, said that the report 

on the study that had been terminated in 1962 could be found in Official Records 

No. 115 (Annex 19). He indicated that ths review of the question could follow the 

same general plan as that study, referring first to the constitutional and legal 

bases of co-ordination between the United Nations and WHO: the United Nations 

Charter, the WHO Constitution and co-operation agreements； then to the various 

bodies such as the United Nations General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, 

the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and its subsidiary organs， and all the 

specialized agencies. That plan- wh5-ch systematically covered the Organization、 

relations and co-ord3_nation problems with the whole United Nations system, appeared 

to offer the general framework for the review of the study, taking into account new 

developments with regard to programme matters on the one hand and administrative and 

financial matters on the other. 

With regard to Dr* Venediktov
f

 s question on how the Board could participate 

actively and make its own study, the matter differed from the question the Board had 

just discussed, in which the problem had been for the Secretariat to gather informa-

tion, over the period of a year
5
 by means of a questionnaire and inquiries in the 

countries j, and report to the Board on problems discussed at each of its sessions. 

The Sta.ndj.ng Committee on Ad-ministraticn and Finance and the Board had on several 

occasions disoussed certain important aspects of recent developments in the United 

Nations. The Board vjould also be discussing, under item 8.1 of its agenda，decisions 

of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and the IAEA affecting WHO
f

s activities 

in programme matters and in administrative, budgetary and financial matters• The 

Board was therefore closely concerned in those developments• 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying further to Dr Venediktov^ said that what normally 

would be done would be to make a revision of what had been done before and submit It, 

together with some suggestions, for preliminary discussion by the Executive Board at 

its session in May. The Board might then, after general discussion, appoint a small 

group of its members to work on the study and bring it before the Board, instead of 

having it prepared entirely by the Secretariat• There should be no difficulty in 

following that procedure, which would give the Board more intimate participation in 

the study • 

The CHAIRMAN said that he had had the same suggestion in mind as the Director-

General . The appointment of a small committee would not only provide an effective 

solution to the problem but would also ensure the Board
1

 s active participation. An 

appropriate time for the committee to meet might be in January, in the period 

intervening between the sessions of the Standing Committee on Administration and 

Finance and of the Board, or at some other time when the Board was in recess. 

Dr MARTINEZ，supporting the Director-General's proposal, said that if he had 

understood aright, the Secretariat would prepare a working document for the 

committee's, consideration. If that was so, he wished to suggest that the members of 

the committee should be nominated, if not at the present meeting then as soon as 

possible thereafter, so that they would have time to study the working document 

thoroughly • 
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The Œ A I M A N said that he assumed that the working document would be distributed 

in advance, not only to the members of the committee but also to the other members 

of the Board, Thereafter, the cormittee would submit any suggested changes to 

the document to the Board for decision. That w。uld seem to be a reasonable solution 

but the Director-General might wish to comment further on the matter• 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL suggested that the Secretariat could draw up a general 

outline of the study to be undertaken for the Board's consideration the following 

May. At that time, the Board - which would then have eight new members among its 

number - could appoint a small group to discuss with the Secretariat the form of 

the working document to be sent to them in their own countries • The group could 

then meet to work again on the study before the Board session in January I 9 6 8 . , : : 

The study could not be completed in less than a year> similar studies in the past 

having taken from one and a half to two years. In his opinion, it would be better ‘ 

to proceed by easy stages although the Secretariat was, of course, entirely at the 

Board
T

 s disposal in the matter• 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that it was difficult for him to decide v^hich wa^s the 

better suggestion, the Director-General
1

 s or Dr Rao
T

s, sixice both, considereble 

merit. ..-...:.:「:.」:."•- :•.-'••..：：：-. 

The CHAIRMAN said that it seemed to him that, while there was obviously a 

need to evaluate the Organization's work as proposed by Dr Rao, the study proposed 

by the Director-General was concerned with a more specific matter and was of greater 

urgency. It was not so much a question of merit as of immediate need. 
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If the Board agreed to the Director-General
1

 s suggestion, it might wish to 

… . . . .-?、-..:. • ... ... .-:、： . . • 

consider the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Recalling the decision of the Fifteenth World Health Assembly that 
a review of the organizational study on co-ordination with the United 
Nations and the specialized agencies as a whole be undertaken by the 
Executive Board after a lapse of five years; and 

Having examined the reports of the Direсtor-General relating to this 
review and to the future organizational study to be undertaken by the 
Executive Board, 

RECCMVIENDS to the Twentieth World Health Assembly the adoption of 
the following resolution: 

”The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Bearing in mind resolution ША15Л0 of the Fifteenth World 
Health Assembly deciding that a review of the organizational 
study on co-ordination with the United Nations and the specialized 
agencies as a whole be undertaken by the Executive Board after a 
lapse of five years; 

Having considered the recommendation of the Executive Board 
on the subject, 

1. EECIEES that the next organizational study by the Board shall 
be "The Review of the Organizational Study on Co-ordination with 
the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies"; and 

2» REQUESTS the Executive Board to report on its review to the 
Twenty-First World Health Assembly," 

Decision; The draft resolution was adopted. 

FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY: Item 2.9*3 of the Agenda (Document EB39/21 and 
Corr.l) 

The СНАБФШГ said that the Board had covered item 2.9*3 of its agenda in its 

discussion of the previous item. 

He wished it to be placed on record that Dr Rao
T

s suggestion regarding the need 

to evaluate the Organization's work over the last twenty years had received favourable 

comment and that it wo”JLd be brought to the Board
1

 s attention at its following session. 
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. ‘ ••‘ »T.
!

' ‘ “ ... b 

The CHAIRMAN .invii:ecj ,the Board
1

 s consideration of the following draft 

resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Dire сtor-General on the 
development of the malaria eradication programme, 

1. NOTES the report and requests the Director-General to bring it up 
to date for presentation to the Twentieth World Health Assembly; and 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Twentieth World Health Assembly the adoption of 
the following resolution: 

n

The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

• . .. ! . • ' * “ • . . * . . . . И -:，. * ‘ ‘ -. . •‘-

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the 
development of the malaria eradication programme; 

Noting the progress made in the malaria eradication programme, as 
well as its delays and difficulties in a number of countries, especially 
in Africa where malaria continues to represent a major public "health 
and spcio-economic problem; 

Noting further that the -pauaity of information on the adverse 
socio-economic effects of malaria makes it difficult to secure 
priority in the .allocation of resources for malaria eradication; 
‘ ‘ ¡ 1 

Bearing in mind the serious concern about the present status 
and possible future development of the malaria eradication programme 
expressed by the Nineteenth World Health Assembly in its reso,lution, 
WHA19.13 and by the WHO Expert Committee on Malaria in its tMi^efíth 
report; and 

Considering it advisable and timely to re-examine the‘global 
strategy of malaria eradication, 

1. URGES governments of countries where eradication programmes are 
being undertaken，or planned to accord priority to the provision of 
personnel and of the financial and admini strat ive facilities needed 
to accelerate the development of basic health services- and

?
the 

achievement of malaria eradication; 
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2. REQUESTS the Director-General to advise the governments of Member 
States on and to co-operate with them in an investigation of the social 

. . ' • . • - i • • “ . . . 

and economic implications of endemic malaria and. of its eradication; 

REQUESTS multilateral and bilateral agencies to give particular 
attention to ways of assuring the material resources which will be 
required for the implementation of programmes for the eradication of 
malaria in Africa; and • 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General to study how best to carry out a 
re-examination of the global strategy of malaria eradication and to 
report his proposals to the Twenty-first World Health Assembly.

,f 

Decision： The draft resolution was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked all those who had been'engaged in the preparation of 

the resolution. It was an excellent example of the results which could be achieved 

through joint effort• 

5
#
 PROCEDURE FOR DISCUSSING IN THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY MATTERS RELATING TO THE 

PROGRAMME AND BUDGET OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 4.1 of the Agenda 
(Documents EB39/33 and EB39/Conf • Ç)oc. No. 9) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAÑ. ,invited the Board
1

 s consideration of the following draft 

resolutions 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the procedure for discussing in the Health Assembly 
..., ；.'TI*:；-.i ‘‘. ..- i 

matters relating to the programme and budget of the Organization, recommends 
to the World Health Assembly the adoption of the following resolution: 

"The Twentieth World Health Assembly, 

Considering Rule 34 of the Rules of Procedure of the World 
Health Assembly which provides, inter alia, that

 1

 the main 
committees of the Health Assembly shall be: (a) the Committee 
on Programme and Budget； (b) the Committee on Administration, 
Finance and Legal Matters

r

, 



DECIDES that: 

(1) the terms of reference of the Committee on Programme and 
Budget shall be to 

(a) hear the comments and recommendations of the Executive Board 
as presented by its representative concerning: 

(i) whether the budget estimates are adequate to enable the 
World Health Organization to carry out its constitutional 
functions, in the light of the current stage of its 
development; 

(ii) whether the annual programme follows the general 
programme of work approved by the Health Assembly; 

(iii) whether the programme envisaged can be carried out 
during the budget year; and 

(iv) the broad financial implications of the budget 
estimates, with a general statement of the information on 
which any such considerations are based; 

(b) hear the comments and recommendations of the Director-
General; 

(c) recommend the amount of the effective working budget; 

(d) examine in detail the operating programme; 

(e) recommend the Appropriation Resolution, after inserting 
the amounts in the sections for the operating programme, in the 
text of the resolution as reported by the Committee on Administ-
ration, Finance and Legal Matters; 

(f) after the World Health Assembly has approved the 
Appropriation Resolution for the ensuing year， and after 
hearing the views of the Director-General^ to recommend the 
general order of magnitude for the budget for the second 
ensuing year, for the orientation of the Director-General in 
the preparation of his proposed Programme and Budget for that 
year; and 

(g) study such other items as are referred to it by the 
Health Assembly. 
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(2) the terms of reference of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters shall be to: 

(a) review the financial position of the Organization, 
including 

. . . . . . • . • •. .,•• • • •• 

(i) the Financial Report arid the Report of the External 

Auditor for the previous financial year; 

(ii) the status of contributions and advances to the 
Working Capital Fund; 

(iii) the status of the Assembly Suspense Account and any 
other ïuiids which have a bearing on the financial position 
of the Organization; 

(b) recommend the scale of assessment; 

(c) recommend the Working Capital Fund resolution, when 
necessary, including the amount in which it shall be 
established; 

(d) review the parts of the budget dealing with the estimates 
other than for the operating programme and report thereon to 
the Committee on Programme and Budget; 

(e) consider the text of the Appropriation Resolution, insert 
the amounts for appropriation sections other than the operating 
programme and report thereon to the Committee on Programme and 
Budget; and 

(f) stud\ such o'cher items as are referred to it by the 
Health Assembly; 

(3) when items (b) and (c) under paragraph (1) are being 
considered in the Committee on Programme aad Budget, there 
shall not be a meeting of the Committee on Administration, 
Finance and Legal Matters, and when item (d) under paragraph 
(2) is being considered in the Committee on Administration, 
Finance and Legal Matters^ there shall not be a meeting of 
the ; Committee jn. Frogramme and Budget; 

(4) items (b) and (c) under paragraph (1) shall not be 
considered by the Committee on Programme and Budget until 
the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters has 
completed the work on items (a) and (b) of paragraph (2) ； and 
finally, 
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(5) if, exceptionally, the physical facilities at a session 
of the Health Assembly do not permit the debate on the Annual 
Report of the Director-General to take place in plenary meeting, 
the review of the Annual Report (excluding the annual Financial 
Report) shall take place in the Committee on Progranime and 
Budget and shall be added to the terms of reference of that 
committee." 

Professor AUJALEU said that the draft resolution reflected the Board's discussion 

and his own wishes in the matter. However, he had one slight change to suggest. 

The general order of magnitude of the budget for the second ensuing year, referred 

to in operative paragraph (1) of the draft resolution, was a matter of considerable 

importance» In order, therefore, that all delegations should have the opportunity 

of attending the meeting of the Committee on Programme and Budget when it considered 

that question， he wished to suggest that the first part of operative paragraph (3) 

of the draft resolution should be amended to read: "(3) when items (b), (c) and 

(f) in paragraph (1) are being considered in the Committee on Programme and 

Budget, • • • 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that a reference to operative 

paragraph (1) (a) should also be included in the first part of paragraph ⑶ ， a t 

the point referred to by Professor Aujaleu, 

Footnote to the resolution: In order that the proposed procedure may be 
applied by the Twentieth World Health Assembly> the Executive Board suggests 
that the Twentieth Health Assembly consider this proposal early in its session. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that the changes suggested by 

Mr Siegel could be regarded as purely editorial. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV" supported the draft resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further 

Board to adopt the draft resolution. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

Professor Aujalfeu and 

comments, invited the 

The CHAIRMAN expressed appreciation to the Rapporteurs and to the Secretariat 

for their excellait work in preparing the draft resolution. 

He wished it to be placed on record that the Board had also adopted the 

footnote to the resolution. 

6V CONDUCT OF THE GENERAL DEBATE AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 4.2 of 
the Agenda (Official Records No. 152, page 224; Document EB3o/Min/3 Hev.l 
pp. 66-72; and Document EB39/W) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, introducing the item, said that, as 

the Board would recall, at the Nineteenth World Health Assembly a member of the 

General Committee had suggested that the Executive Board should study the conduct 

of the general debates at future Health Assemblies. The question had arisen 

because of the time needed for the seventy-eight delegations to speak in the 
： . . . • - • • • - .：； i ； • ， ’ . . ， • .. 

general debate at that Assembly. That fact was referred to in paragraph 1.1 of 

the Director-General
1

 s report (document EB39/44), which was before the Board. 
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In paragraph 1,2 of document EB，9/W, reference was made to the studies 

carried out by the Health Assembly and the Executive Board on the duration of 

the Health Assembly and to the measures they had adopted, over the years to 

reduce, or to prevent an Increase in, its length. The Board had last dealt with 

the question at its thirty-third session in January 1964 • 

Approximate times for the length of some of the speeches made during the 

last five Health Assemblies were given in the table in paragraph 2.2 of 

document 

In paragraph 5, some suggestions were made regarding possible solutions to 

the problem. During the Nineteenth World Health Assembly
/
 in response to appeals 

to save time, as mentioned in paragraph Ц four delegates had deposited their 

prepared speeches for incorporation in the verbatim records of the plenary 

sessions, while four others had given short summaries of their speeches which were 

reproduced in extenso in the records. If that practice were extended, considerable 

time would be saved• 

Another solution might be to set a time-limit for speeches in the general 

debate. It might give rise to difficulties, however, and in the past some 

delegates had considered that such a step would be undesirable. However, at the 

Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Session, speeches had been limited to ten minutes 

each. 

Under the existing procedures, eight agenda items had to be dealt with before 

the Executive Board
1

 s report and the Annual Report of the Director-General, on 

which the general debates were based, were introduced• Time could be saved if 

the Committee on Credentials did not meet until after the election of officers 

and the introduction of the reports, since the general debate could proceed in 
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plenary session while the Committee on Credentials was meeting. It might, however, 

pose a theoretical problem/ whereby the Assembly elected an officer before his 

delegation's credentials had been accepted. However, the practice was followed 

in some international organizations； and in WHO delegations were seated 

provisionally pending the report of the Committee on Credentials. In effect, 

therefore厂 the problem might be largely theoretical. 

No changes in the Assembly's Hules of Procedure would be needed, if the 

procedures suggested were adopted, since they could, be accommodated within the 

provisions of Rules 23, 27 and 56. Those were the suggestions that the 

Director-General had made for the Board
1

 s consideration of the matter but members 

might have other suggestions to make. 

Dr RAO said that the existing situation with regard to the general debates at 

the Health Assembly was unsatisfactory： as time went on, few listened to the 

lengthy statements and many delegates did not even attend the meetings. In his 

opinion, therefore, the best solution would be, as mentioned in paragraph 3-1 of 

document EB)9/ 斗斗，for delegates to deposit their prepared speeches with the 

Secretariat in advance and to make a brief statement of perhaps one or two pages in 

length. Not only would tbe general debate be more interesting； the 124 

delegations would also complete their statements in a relatively short period of 

time. It might also be possible for the Secretariat to prepare a summary of the 

texts submitted, for distribution to delegations. 

The CHAIRMAN said that there was one factor which was not reflected in the table 

in paragraph 2.2 of document ЕВ39/斗斗• He had noted, when attending previous meetings 

of the Organization, that delegates tended to speak for a given period of time： either 

for five minutes, or ten, or twenty. That might mean that delegates observed a 

self-imposed time-limit. 
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Professor GONZiibEZ TORRES said that despite the fact that, according to the 

table, 56 per cent, of delegates spoke for less than ten minutes and 86 per cent, 

for less than fifteen minutes, the fact remained that, as Dr Rao had said, towards 

the end of the general debate very few people remained to listen. 

On more than one occasion in the past delegates had been asked to impose a 

voluntary time-limit on their statements and while some had complied with that 

request, others had not. In his opinion, it would be difficult for the President 

of the Assembly to stop a speaker during his statement or to tell him that he had 

only one minute left. He therefore supported the suggestion that delegates should 

deposit their prepared speeches for incorporation in the verbatim records. If 

necessary, the length of such texts should also be limited to a certain number of 

pages - say, twenty. The delegate could then give a summary of his speech lasting 

for ten minutes. 

Sir George GODBER said that he felt a certain responsibility since he had 

already raised the question in the General Committee. 

It had become obvious, as Dr Rao had said， that speeches in the general debates 

had ceased to have much meaning since delegates did not remain to listen. As 

Professor González Torres had pointed out a time-limit would not affect the large 

majority of delegates. But the time saved would be considerable. He therefore 

wholeheartedly supported the idea of a ten-minute time-limit for speeches, on the 

understanding that if a delegate had more to say he could submit the text of his 

speech for inclusion in the record. He had in fact done that himself at the last 

Health Assembly. The President should, however, be empowered to stop a speaker at 

the end of ten minutes. 
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Professor AUJ.'iLEU said that his attitude in the matter tended to be rather 

liberal. Some delegates had to come from far afield. Others had.to express 

themselves in a language which was not their own and therefore took more time to 

make their statements than those who were fortunate enough to be able to speak in 

their mother tongue. Certain members of the Board might have noticed that, in 

order to leave more time for other speakers, he had not taken part in the general 

debate at the last five Health Assemblies. Nevertheless, he realized that it was 

necessary to find a solution to the problem. The existing situation was 

unsatisfactory: either night sessions had to be held, which were poorly attended， 

or else a time-limit was somewhat unfairly imposed on the last speakers on the list. 

For those reasonsj he agreed with Sir George Godber that statements should be limited 

to ten minutes and that those lasting longer could be reproduced in the verbatim 

record. In fact, if delegates confined themselves to the item on the agenda, 

rather than giving detailed accounts of the situation in their own countries, ten 

minutes would be largely sufficient. But it was difficult to stop delegates from 

saying what they wanted to. 

Por those who exceeded the time-limit,, a small red light could be used, as 

was the practice in many international congresses. The President, too， should 

be firm in ensuring that the time-limit was observed. 

Professor GEPild said that he could not share the views of previous speakers 

since, in his opinion, it would be difficult to prevent delegates from expressing 

their views. It was understandable that the Board had not so far managed to 

solve the problem, although it had been considered on several occasions. Many 
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delegations were newcomers to the Organization and should therefore be allowed 

to express themselves at some length， in view of the many problems they had to 

raise before the Health Assembly, They should, of course, be urged to be brief but 

an arbitrary time-limit should not be set： after all, the general debate was 

attended by ministers of public health. It was true that the existing situation 

was unsatisfactory and that the night meetings were poorly attended but the solution 

was not to be found in preventing delegates from a free expression of their views
# 

The CHAIRMAN said that, apart from a few exceptions, it was not the newcomers who 

took up so much time but rather the more experienced participants. 

Dr RAO said that the problem should be approached with tact. He suggested 

that delegations should be asked to submit their speeches in writing at least one 

week before^the Health Assembly and that they could then give an outline of the main 

points thereof at the general debate. In paragraph 2.2 of document EB)9M，it was 

noted that over the past three years the number of speakers taking more than ten 

minutes to make their statements had increased by forty-four per cent. Unless 

some gentle persuasion was used, considerable time would be lost. 

Sir George GODBER said that he was a little concerned at Dr Rao
1

s suggestion 

that speeches should be submitted one week before the Health Assembly. It seemed 

to him that，in any general debate，the content of a delegate
1

 s statement would 

necessarily reflect what had been said earlier by other speakers. It might, 

however，be possible to submit a background text of a statement for inclusion in 

the record. 
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Dr ALAN recalled that the Health Assembly in 1961 had considered the question 

of the duration of Assemblies. At that time he had strongly favoured a peduction in 

duration - an opinion he still held. Since that time， however, the number of Members 

had increased to 124 and it was perhaps no longer possible to reduce the length of the 

Health Assembly； however, it was essential to limit the length of statements if the 

Health Assembly was not to be prolonged or the number of night meetings increased. 

He therefore supported Sir George Godber and Professor Aujaleu in favouring a ten-

minute time-limit for statements, it being understood that those delegates who had more 

to say could submit their speech in writing for inclusion in the record. 

Like Professor Aujaleu, he generally did not take part in such debates and, at 

the last Health Assembly, he had followed Sir George Godber
1

 s example by submitting 

his speech on cholera for inclusion in the record, and limiting his statement in that 

connexion to a few brief remarks. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV said that he had to disagree with the views expressed by some of 

the other speakers. The general debate was one of the Health Assembly
1

 s most 

important activities. In the first place, it provided for an objective evaluation 

of the Director-General ' s Report and of the Organization's activities during the year. 

Secondly, the situation in the world was constantly changing and it was not possible 

to foresee, and include in the agenda, every item of importance； and therefore it was 

essential to give speakers the possibility of raising any matter that they considered 

should be b r o u g h t to the attention of the Health Assembly. No delegate talked merely 

to prolong the Health Assembly• 
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Information on development of public health in one region ̂  for example, could 

be of value to others : after all, the Organization was the main international forum 

for such exchange of information. In his opinion, therefore，it would be 

inappropriate and even unconstitutional to limit statements and would not provide 

a solution to the problem. 

He did not favour long speeches， but thought that it should be left to speakers 

to use their discretion. To send speeches in advance would result in a report, not 

a discussion. Agreement might well be reached, informally, on a limit of ten 

minutes per speaker, and no doubt, gradually, all delegates would observe that 

unwritten rule. 

Other measures could be considered for limiting the length of sessions of the 

Health Assembly， or they could perhaps be held only once every two years• But time 

should not be saved by restricting the length of delegates ' statements. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Executive Board had been asked to consider 

the specific question of the conduct of the general debate at future Health 

Assemblies. 

Dr VENEDIKTOV reiterated his view that no restriction should be made on the 

length of delegates' statements in the general debate. 
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Mr ABRAR, supporting the views expressed by Professor Geric, and Dr Venediktov
# 

said that most of the ministers of health who attended the Assembly came expressly 

for the general debate, and once it had finished they returned home. It was 

therefore perhaps a little unreasonablé^ to expect them, after travelling long 

distances, to confine themselves to statements lasting five or ten minutes and would 

certainly occasion a reaction on their part. However, he appreciated that there was 

a problem and a solution might be found if the Board appealed to Member States, in a 

letter, for the co-operation of all participants. Undoubtedly many would understand, 

and respond. 

Dr AZURIN said that for the most part the speakers at the general debate were 

ministers. It was only to be expected, therefore, that they would wish to speak at 

some length so that they could report accordingly to their governments. That being 

so, it was nevertheless essential to curb the time taken by speakers and he had a 

proposal to put to the Board in that connexion. During the past few years, the 

practice of speakers making their statements from the rostrum had been discontinued• 

It could perhaps, however, be reintroduced for the ministers so that their photographs 

would be taken while they addressed the Health Assembly and reproduced in the Press• 

That might possibly provide some compensation for a time-limit of ten minutes on 

their speeches• 

Dr OTOLORIN said that he also supported the remarks made by Professor Geric, and 

Dr Venediktov. Those who attended the general debate were politicians and enjoyed 

speaking • They also represented their governments at the Health Assembly. 
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would therefore not only be difficult but also rude to stop them in the middle of 

their speeches. While he realized the problem, it would be preferable to let them 

have their say rather than give them cause for offence. The only solution he could 

propose was that the suggestion of a ten-minute time-limit on speeches should be put 

to the General Committee itself to decide. It would only create a bad effect if an 

arbitrary time-limit were imposed. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Board might wish to consider the suggestions 

contained in paragraph 3.3 of document • There was a wide divergence of 

views in the Board which could be reported to the Health Assembly - the body that 

would take the final decision in the matter• But members might wish to give some 

further thought to the matter, before the following meeting, with a view to making 

concrete proposals on which all could agree. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, agreeing with the Chairman that the members of the Board 

should reflect on the problem overnight, said that it would perhaps be useful if he 

made some comments for their guidance • 

In the first place, while he agreed with Dr Venediktov that the general debate 

was an important part of the Health Assembly's activities, in many instances the 

statements made bore little relation to the item under consideration: the Executive 

Board's reports and the Annual Report of the Director-General• 

In recent years it had been necessary to hold an increasing number of plenary 

meetings at night: if that state of affairs continued, the Health Assembly would have 

to be prolonged or some other measures taken. It was unfair - and, in his opinion, 

unkind 一 to expect a delegate to travel from afar only to make a statement before a 

virtually unattended meeting. 
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However, it was not in the governments
1

 interests to increase expenditure by 

extending the length of the Assembly. He recalled that at the Tenth Anniversary 

Commemorative Session - attended by more health ministers than ever before or since -

a ten-minute time-limit had been imposed on speakers, which no one had resented and 

which only one delegate had failed to observe. 

A situation now existed which was a case of first come first served: many 

delegates, after attending a number of plenary meetings, decided not to speak because 

they were simply too tired. 

It had been suggested during the Board
1

 s discussion that delegates should submit 

their speeches in writing. But there too, as Professor González Torres had said, it 

would be necessary to limit the length of the texts, possibly to twenty pages. 

Otherwise it would be cheaper to prolong the Assembly by, say, three days than print 

many long texts in the Official Records series • 

If the Health Assembly accepted the proposals to limit statements to ten minutes, 

all well and good. Even if it did not, the idea would have been sown in the minds 

of delegates • 

Another point for consideration had been made by Dr Azurin, namely, that 

delegates might prefer to speak for five minutes from the rostrum rather than for 

twenty minutes from their seats• 

The Secretariat could, however, play no part in the decision taken. It could 

only state its belief that the practice of holding plenary sessions at night was not in 

the best interests of the Organization and should not be continued. On many occasions 

those sessions were virtually unattended - an extremely unpleasant situation for 

those delegates who had to speak at them. 

The meeting rose at 6,5 P«m> 


